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CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD

D

ear readers,

The Christmas festivities are
over and we are all getting
back to work. I hope that all you business
owners have had a great Christmas, both
financially and with your family. Running
your own business can be hard work, so
remember to enjoy the benefits of the
freedom that this gives you, spend time
with your loved ones whenever you can.
The new year starts with Brexit very
much on the agenda again, so we are
all doing what we can to prepare for
that. Check the information provided by
the Government and speak to all your
suppliers to ensure you are as ready
as you can be. We are confident that
Gibraltar businesses will be able to ride
the Brexit storm whenever it eventually
arrives.
In early December we held our winter
speed networking meeting at La Sala.
It was another great success, with new
business showing up, a great breakfast
spread, and an opportunity to make a lot
of new contacts in a short space of time.

If you haven’t been to one make sure you
sign up for the next one near Summer
time. Everyone who goes to these events
always give us great feedback and
recommends them to others.

for small business issues. We have already
met with the Minister a number of times
and are working closely to improve all we
can. The Business Licence review is well
underway.

We have been making good progress on
the Main Street Business Improvement
District, which is now entering the
consultation phase. We had the team
from Mosaic over near the end of the
year to meet up with a lot of retailers and
Government representatives. Everything
is progressing smoothly and we are really
excited to see the BID come to fruition
this year. We believe it can make a huge
difference as it has done in many other
cities.

We are also working behind the scenes
to try to make Gibraltar a great place to
do business. Our breakfast clubs give
members the opportunity to hear and
speak to the right people in Employment,
Tax, GRA etc. We have also had some
very interesting breakfast clubs covering
topics such as employment law,
cybersecurity and other issues that affect
us all. Please let us know if you have any
ideas/suggestions for a future breakfast
club.

In our EGM at the end of 2019 it was
unanimously accepted that the Women
in Business become a part of the GFSB.
So as from January 2020 we will have
a WIB sub committee in the GFSB to
ensure that the goals and values of the
WIB continue.

Please get in touch if you have anything
you think we should cover in future
editions, and enjoy this new season.

Now that we have an official Minister of
Business we have a more direct contact
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OVERVIEW OF
THE GIBRALTAR
SERVICES INDUSTRY
SECTOR
BY: ERAN SHAY,
MANAGING
DIRECTOR,
BENEFIT
BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS LTD

www.benefitgibraltar.com

I

t is a well known fact that small businesses
are the engine of the economy. In the UK
for example, 96% of all businesses are Micro
businesses (1-9 employees). In Gibraltar too,
small and micro businesses account for the vast
majority of businesses and span every sector of
the economy, from retail to consultants, travel
agents, mechanics, technicians, trainers, medical
practitioners and more. Gibraltar evolved into a
services dominated economy mainly from the
1980s following the diminishing presence of the
UK’s MOD on the Rock and the decline of the local
shipbuilding and fishing industries.

According to Britannica encyclopedia “a Service industry, is
an industry in that part of the economy that creates services
rather than tangible objects. Economists divide all economic
activity into two broad categories, goods and services. Goodsproducing industries are agriculture, mining, manufacturing,
and construction; each of them creates some kind of tangible
object. Service industries include everything else: banking,
communications, wholesale and retail trade, all professional
services such as engineering, computer software development,
and medicine, nonprofit economic activity, all consumer
services, and all government services, including defense and
administration of justice. A services-dominated economy
is characteristic of developed countries. In less-developed
countries most people are employed in primary activities such
as agriculture and mining”.
Based on data from the latest Gibraltar Employment Report
from October 2018, the private sector Services segment
employed 19,735 people in Gibraltar, out of a total Private
sector jobs of 23,969. That’s equal to 82% of all private sector
jobs in the economy.
The Top 4 Services segments in the Private sector, in terms of
employment are:
1. Real Estate (non-construction) & Business Activities
- 3,810 jobs
2. Wholesale and Retail Trade - 3,560 jobs
3. Financial Intermediation - 2,189 jobs
4. Hotels/Restaurants - 2,122 jobs
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Gibraltarian Other British
Morrocan Spanish
Other EU Other (non-EU)
1%
31%
6%
3%
37%
21%
44
1181
240
108
1425
812
Further analysis of these Services segments by Nationality of
Employees reveals the following:

Real Estate & Business Activities Employee Jobs
by Nationality (2018)
Other EU, 6%

(non-EU), 3%
Other (non-EU)

Gibraltarian, 37%

Spanish, 31%

Gibraltarian Other British
Morrocan Spanish
Other EU
36%
13%
2%
43%
4%
British, 21%
Other British
1285
469
60
1535
135
Morrocan, 1%

Wholesale & Retail Employee Jobs by Nationality (2018)
Other EU, 4% Other (non
(non-EU), 2%
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While the growth in the Services sector, worldwide, is a
fairly recent phenomenon, of the last 40-50 years, this
sector is expected to continue and grow as development
progresses and economies become more and more
developed. Going forward, some of the key trends faced
by the Services sector include:
• Clients increasingly want service providers to deliver
defined business outcomes. They are no longer satisfied
with not being able to reconcile traditional service
level performance metrics against the outcomes they
wanted from the service. This is forcing providers to
Other
(non-EU)
re-think
the way they take managed services to market
and are forcing2%
service providers to evolve the style of
engagement and
76the functions
3560 they offer.
• Clients expect service providers to include innovation
in their services. Beyond simply delivering a service
ever-more cost effectively, they want the provider to
co-create innovation, in both market-facing and internal
operations.
• Practically every company has a strategy to digitalise
its business, either to improve the customer experience
or achieve greater efficiencies in business processes –
sometimes to develop an entirely new business model.
At the same time, the technologies they’re using to
execute these strategies are themselves evolving at a
Otherpace.
(non-EU)
rapid

Gibraltarian, 36%
Spanish, 43%

Gibraltarian Other British
Morrocan
Spanish
Other EU
Other British, 13%
41%
36%
0%
9%
12%
1%
903
782
7
204
261 • Customisation and
32 personalization
2189
of service- providing a
personalised level of service is one of the key differentiating
factors that service providers aspire to achieve.

Morrocan
Morrocan, 2%

• Multi-channel engagement - clients nowadays expect
to be able to communicate with service providers
through a variety of channels beyond the traditional
phone and post, such as Chat and social media channels.

Financial Intermediation (2018)
Other (non-EU)
(non-EU), 1%

Morrocan, 0%

Other
EU,
Spanish, 9% 12%

• Environmentally friendly service - while “green”
production has long been a key pressure in the
manufacturing and primary sectors, Service businesses
too are nowadays under scrutiny by their customers to
deliver the services in a more environmentally friendly
manner.
Other
(non-EU)

Gibraltarian, 41%

Other Other
British, British
36%
Gibraltarian
Morrocan Spanish
Other EU
8%
16%
3%
53%
17%
3%
• Equality - the inclusion of the “Other” in the workplace
170
335
58
1125
370 is one of the growing
64
2122
social pressures affecting Service
providers, particularly in Western economies.

Hotels & Restaurants (2018)
Other (non-EU), 3%

Other EU, 17%

Gibraltarian, 8%
Other British, 16%
Morrocan,
3%

Spanish, 53%

• Companies are increasing their use of consultants
to help them align technology with business strategy.
Aligning technology to business strategy has always
been important and companies often use the services of
independent third-party consultants to help them do this.
This trend is expected to increase due to the continuous
change and increasing complexity in both business
strategy and technology.
As we start 2020 it is important for business owners
and managements to stay ahead of the competition by
adding these trends into their strategies and targets.
By being aware of the latest business news and trends,
it’s easier to grow company sales, offer better customer
service, and operate more effectively.
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ibraltar’s property market
has boomed over the past
few decades. With many
new developments and
increasing interest from property
investors, house buyers and people
looking for rental accommodation,
there has been a commensurate
growth in the number of estate
agents and other secondary
businesses supporting the property
market. People looking for property,
both residential and commercial,
had been faced with a bewildering
array of adverts, promotional
material, websites and agents
clamouring for attention. To add to
the confusion, it is common practice
in Gibraltar for numerous agencies
to advertise the same property at
the same time.

11

calculators and a whole range of useful
information that is kept up to date and
ensures that customers can make as
informed a choice as possible.”

“When we first set up the Property
Gibraltar.com portal there were quite
a number of estate agents operating
in Gibraltar,” Project Manager, Ezekiel
Diaz, told us, “and from watching the
market carefully, it was clearly an issue
to the community of property buyers or
those looking for rental accommodation
or office space to go from website to
website and discovering that their search
criteria was finding the same property
over and over again on different sites.
They were duplicating their efforts and
one thing people really do value, is their
time.” To start to solve this problem,
Property Gibraltar.com created an online
portal where all the agencies could
set up their virtual shop windows. This
solved an immediate problem for the
prospective customer and the appeal of
the portal quickly gained traction, with
estate agencies eager to have a position
on the site.

property. This still allows for the visitor
to select which agent(s) they wish to
register their interest with, but stops the
duplication. This, coupled with a brand
new look, which is optimised for mobiles
and tablets, plus some new features
mean that the new site is already a great
success.
Property Gibraltar.com has been going
from strength to strength over the
past few years with powerful statistics
to prove it. The portal has essentially
created a highly complex system that
brings the service provider and the
service user much closer together.
“The new design is more functional
and makes finding properties a much
better experience for the customer,”
Ezekiel added, “there are easy links to
social media, tools such as stamp duty

It is this attention to detail drawn from a
deep understanding of customer needs
and the value derived from providing
neat solutions to problems that gives
Property Gibraltar.com the edge that
has put them at the pinnacle of property
search systems in Gibraltar. “We focus
on finding solutions to this very specialist
set of service providers in a specific
market,” Ezekiel explained when we
discussed Property Gibraltar.com’s
overall vision, “we work closely with
local estate agents to build a system that
works for everyone.”
Because of its prime position, Property
Gibraltar.com.com is now “the best
platform for a property-related business
to advertise in,” as Ezekiel put it, valueadding uppermost in his mind, “but most
importantly, it is the best place for a
customer to find a property to rent or
buy.”
If you would like to check out Property
Gibraltar.com for yourself, look them up
on www.propertygibraltar.com

Over the years the site has grown in
popularity, however, the main issue
with the portal has always been that
there are duplicate properties listed
by various agents. This means that
a person searching for a 3 bedroom
apartment in a specific location may
see 50 properties, of which 35 are
duplicates. The PropertyGibraltar.com
team set out on the difficult task of
developing a system that could solve
this problem. With the help of the LPS
address registry and some clever coding
the issue was finally resolved. Now
estate agents use a unique matching
system to link properties so that the
portal has a much more realistic number
of properties available. Properties that
are listed by more than one agent are
now displayed as a single multi-agent

intouch
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TEAM
BUILDING?
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

THROUGH KINAESTHETIC GAMING

T

eam building has become
an industry in itself. The
importance of team
cohesion is critical in today’s
target-driven business world. Yet
from personal experience, I know
that when you let your employees
decide what to do with a £50 per
person “team-building” budget,
their decision on how this might
be spent may not be the best
or healthiest option for your
investment.
Most employees are not willing to put
much thought into constructive team
building - they would probably not have
quite the same vision of the outcomes
of the exercise as their business leaders
would - and simply prefer to get a bar
tab, go for dinner, or paintball; but what
are the pros and cons of this kind of
approach?
• Alcohol is a great social lubricant, but
only if in moderation.
• There is always one!... but sometimes
there are two… and the gossip the next
day…!

ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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• The boss always gets someone’s piece
of mind. Everything people have wanted
to say, is said on the night… and not
always in the most polite of ways.
• It only takes one individual to give a
bad corporate image.
• Dinner and drinks goes down
better than just drinks, but have any
organizational barriers been broken as
people tend to sit in familiar groups? Has
anything been learnt?
• Paintball is an adrenaline fueled,
competitive activity; but is inflicting
hurt onto others the best way to make a
stronger team?
• Not everyone will join in a physical
activity due to ability, health and in the
case of paintball, shear fear!
Many traditional corporate outings end
up team destroying rather than team
building and so a strategic approach to
your investment in your team is needed
and better achieves the outcomes you
will want for your organisation.
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Espionage Games has done just this and
can combine what might be your Xmas
dinner and drinks night into a thrilling,
team building experience. Much more
than your average, sit-all-day workshop,
it is more fun, definitely more thrilling,
whilst also providing a stronger learning
environment!
Gamification can readily be added to
an organisation’s training programme.
Espionage Games’ Gamification
Workshops are developed to “Maximise
Learning Retention” and “Habit
Formation.”
This is achieved by organising
comprehensive knowledge transfer
training, coupled with role-play and a
real life espionage game which is played
in the field. This method can provide a
real-world experience as the means to
really accentuate those team skills you’d
like your managers and employees to
further develop, including leadership,
taking initiative, developing roles etc.
The Gamification Workshops are based
on belief in the truth of the statement
that “experience is the best teacher”.
It is because we have developed an
experiential learning environment, that
we have found the retention rate for
participants in our Espionage Games
are higher than the average, sit-all-day
workshops and seminars. There is also
the element of fun: learning through
play works not just for kids, but also
for adults - we retain information
much better if we are in a positive
environment and emotionally receptive

to information, and through practical
application of knowledge, we develop
the skills we need and the confidence to
apply them in a day to day environment.
If spending a period of time being a spy
sounds like fun - that’s because IT IS!
Espionage Games uses a mission
construction process which allows
us to orchestrate missions designed
to improve the skills of a team of
employees. In fact, we have identified
42 different leadership skills, of which
any 3, can be included in a custom
workshop and mission directive. The
system includes the following:
• Multiple Training Programs:
Leadership, Six Sigma, New Hire, etc.
• Customised training program for your
specific organisation.
• Works for organisations of any size.
• Can be used by departments within an
organisation.
• Organisations can select from from 42
Leadership Skills.
• Uses Kinaesthetic Learning Techniques.
Special Ops Gibraltar, another strand
of our leisure experience business, has
been trusted to provide team building
experiences by many local companies
such as EY Accountants, Hassans,
Securitek, Lotto Land and even the
Royal Gibraltar Regiment and visiting
Royal Engineers. Our facebook page
- Espionage.games - can offer some
insight of what missions entail, but
without giving away too much.

Recently, Castiel Winser decided to take
the videography package which offers a
spy’s point of view and is fun viewing.
Earlier this year Espionage Games
went international and was contracted
to offer our Professional Development
through Kinaesthetic Gaming package
in London for a cyber-security seminar.
Over 200 delegates from businesses
around the UK will be attending. We
flew over to recce the five star Kympton
Fitzroy hotel as the chosen venue and
shall return in March next year with
an agreed and carefully orchestrated
mission, relevant to the seminar content,
and with pride in being able to showcase
what Gibraltar’s service sector can
achieve.
More information can be obtained by
emailing or calling Blythe Reeve on:
Call: +(350) 5403 2555
Email: info@covertmission.games

intouch
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THE MEDIATOR’S
PERSPECTIVE
PRAGMATIC EMPLOYMENT ADVICE FOR
SMALL BUSINESSES

P

ractical application
of employment law
in the workplace can
feel perplexing and
frustrating especially for
small businesses struggling
to make ends meet. Getting
your employment law
right helps build better
relationships with employees
and enables effective
management of employee
issues. If employees feel
valued and supported and
know what to expect from
their employer they tend to
be more motivated, loyal and
committed.
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Getting your employment law wrong
can lead to demotivation; lack of
productivity; time spent dealing
with complaints and in a worst case
scenario can lead to tribunal claims,
compensation pay outs, legal fees and
even a detrimental tribunal judgment
against your company. This is something
a small business should definitely avoid
at all costs. Unfortunately, employment
issues do not normally come onto a
small businesses radar until it is too late
and a claim against the company has
already been made.
GFSB Board member Fiona Young is a
local employment lawyer and mediator.
In her work she sees employment issues
from both sides of the table and uses her
experience to help parties resolve their
differences and build better working
relationships. Using her legal experience
and insights and observations from the
mediation forum, Fiona can help small
business owners get their employment
law right first time. In this issue she
examines the importance of providing
staff with clear written details of
their rights and responsibilities in the
workplace:

The value of a written contract
In Gibraltar all employers are familiar
with the paperwork required by the
Employment Training Board (ETB)
to maintain accurate employment
records. Most small businesses rely on
the ETB paperwork as their completed
written documentation governing the
employee/employer relationship. The
ETB notice of terms of engagement
outlines the basic requirements of
an employment contract such as the
name and address of the employer,
start date, notice period, salary and
holidays. When you are running
a small business, particular one in
which the turnover of staff is high, or
sporadic (because it is seasonal – such
as the restaurant industry) the cost
of obtaining legally drafted written
contracts for every member of staff can
seem disproportionate. There is also
a myth that having a written contract
can make a role more “permanent” and
in small businesses where customers
can ebb and flow and cash flow is
temperamental, many employers are
not seeking employment relationships

15

When is your
payroll provider
more than just your
payroll provider?
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which they are bound indefinitely. In
reality an employment contract does
not have to be over complex, although
it is sensible to have a qualified lawyer
look over it for you if you have drafted
it yourself. Once you have one contract
template it can be used for all staff and
simply refined to fit the new member of
staffs specific details.
It is always advisable to have a
written contract with your employees,
particularly if it determines that the
contract is temporary or for a fixed
period of time. A written contract can
set out whether a probationary period
is in place, and if so how long it lasts
and if it can be extended. It can set out
details of sick pay and sickness reporting
procedures, holiday entitlements,
bonuses and commissions and sets
out details of how a contract can be
terminated.
The basis of having a written contract
is simple, those that are a party to the
contract know where they stand. A
contract is extremely useful when the
relationship is coming to an end as it
sets out details of how the role can be
terminated and within what time frame
and it can set out a disciplinary process
to be applied before a termination is
implemented. When this is set out in
writing, it is less likely that an employee
will be able to argue that their dismissal
was unfair, if that procedure is correctly
applied. The contract can also set out
what restrictions may apply in respect of
working for a competitor. Furthermore,
with data protection requirements
placing onerous and extensive duties
on employers, having details of a data
protection policy and how it applies
and is relied on is a legal requirement.
In summary, a written contract provides
clarity for the employee and protection
for the employer.
Having a written contract
also encourages better verbal
communication and discussion between
an employer and the employee. A
written contract cannot be varied
(particularly if the variation is to one
of the parties’ detriment) without both
parties agreement and written consent.
Accordingly, you cannot change
someone’s working hours, decrease
someone’s salary, demote their position
or even change their place of work
without their express written permission.
Some contractual changes (such as
change to salary) must be registered
with the ETB and therefore the employer
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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is used to making those changes in
writing, however it is worth noting that
changes to hours, changing a job title,
or even changing a job role can only be
made with the employee’s agreement.
It is noteworthy that where an employee
is told honestly by their employer why a
negative change is being implemented,
and given reasons for the change and
justification, they are far more amenable
to agreeing and accepting that change,
particularly when they do have a sense
of loyalty to their employer. Keeping
employee’s in the loop, valuing their
commitment and involvement in the
company and keeping them abrest
of changes to company policy or
management styles makes them feel
valued and more amenable to making
changes for the benefit of the business.
However, it is vital that an employee
should not feel like they would lose
their jobs if they did not accept the
changes as this could be considered to
be unfair dismissal. Having a written
contract at the outset which permits
flexibility in respect of certain changes
(such as the location of the job, shifts,
overtime or bonus and commission
payments) will give a small business
owner the flexibility required to meet
the challenges of a volatile economic
landscape.

Keeping A Staff Handbook
A staff handbook is a necessary and
helpful supplement to a written
contract. Unlike a contract it can provide
employees with more details about
the culture and expected behaviour of
their employee. Local laws relating to
preventing bullying and victimisation
in the workplace require companies
to have an anti bullying policy and
an investigatory process in place to
prevent bullying from occurring. Failing
to have an adequate methodology to
investigate claims of bullying could
lead to an employer having an adverse
finding against them in the employment
tribunal. Outlining this process in a
staff handbook is extremely important.
It also sends a clear message to staff
that their bullying behaviour (for which
an employer can be found to be liable
if they failed to prevent it) will not
be tolerated. Likewise having a clear
disciplinary and grievance procedure
enables parties to know in advance
about what will happen if a problem
arises in the workplace and how it will be
resolved.

A staff handbook can also deal with
dress code, working hours, over time,
maternity and paternity leave and social
media policies. Social media policies can
be an important way of ensuring that
employers who are easily identifiable as
employers (by virtue of a uniform they
wear or the nature of the work they do)
behave in a way on social media that
is not detrimental to the company. The
more clarity there is at the outset about
the employers expectations of their
staff (provided they are reasonable and
justifiable expectations!) the less likely it
is for problems to arise.
There are some very useful online tools
to help Employers implement policies
and procedures that facilitate good
working ethics and relationships. I
strongly recommend that employers
use the ACAS (Arbitrations, Conciliatory
and Advisory Service) guidelines.
There are ACAS guidelines on most
areas of employment law, including
disciplinary and grievance procedures,
managing absences, avoiding workplace
discrimination and putting in place
adequate maternity and paternity
policies. They are freely available online
and very user friendly.
For small businesses the value of
having an employee that knows your
methods; understands your culture
and is well liked by your customers
should not be underestimated. Retaining
that employee who inspires and
motivate others is essential. Creating
an environment where an employees
rights and responsibilities are clear and
everyone knows what is expected of
them is key to staff retention. Having
clear, well written and comprehensive
contracts and staff policies is the
foundation stone of a positive working
environment.

Fiona Young offers a free initial
employment advisory service for
GFSB members.
For further information please
contact Fiona Young at
Ince 6.20 World Trade Centre.
Tel: 200 68450.
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Is your website working

hard enough?

We believe that your website should work harder than all your
employees. Your website should be attracting prospects,
communicating with them and turning them into long-term clients.
For over 18 years we have been specialising in creating beautiful
websites that work perfectly across all mobile devices, but above all
increase your sales.

Contact us for a coffee and a free website analysis.

+350 200 45599
info@piranhadesigns.com
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HOW PSYCHODYNAMIC
COACHING CAN HELP
ORGANISATIONS
THROUGH
UNCERTAINTIES
By Fabio D’Apice

G

lobal economics not to mention the
current state of Brexit
- have created an
almost unprecedented level
of uncertainty throughout the
United Kingdom. As a result,
many businesses are in a current
state of flux - a trend that shows
absolutely no signs of slowing
down anytime soon.
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Here in Gibraltar, many businesses remain
anxiously looking for signs of potential
upheaval. Brexit, the strengthening of
the right wing in Spain, the UK election,
climate change - you name it, all of them
could have an impact on businesses
across the country.
In this article, I will examine the types of
leadership questions that are often posed
when old certainties no longer hold. I will
also go into more detail about the new
solutions that need to be found. Finally, I
will offer a suggested approach in which
Human Resources (HR) and Learning and
Development (L&D) departments can
adopt in an attempt to better support
leaders AND teams moving forward, as
all come to grips with what has become
an ever-present degree of uncertainty in
our lives.

How Uncertainty Can Promote a
Leadership Crisis
While every person is different, a leader
going through uncertainty may very
well pass through some difficult stages
before they have a chance to establish
themselves in a new environment. Roles,
relationships and even their very identity
can be constantly challenged. Likewise,
assumptions on which they operate
may be outdated or revealed to be
inappropriate.
For just one example, we have found
that business instability can sometimes
cause self-doubt and shake a leader’s
confidence to its core. Another of the
issues during such a period involves the
lack of clear answers that leaders can
readily provide.
Many leaders experience mistrust,
disappointment and even abuse - along
with a growing sense of vulnerability.
This consequently results in leaders and
teams going “off task” and behave in a
dysfunctional way to avoid the anxieties
that the uncertainties have created. This
“off task” dysfunctional behaviour is
what we call “defences against anxieties”
in organisations. Because of this, many
leaders often find themselves unable
to develop new and creative ways of
thinking about the challenges they face
on a regular basis.
So, how can defences and anxiety in
organisations be identified, understood
and managed? Our answer is by applying
a psychodynamic approach to coaching
and to the study of organisations. The
good news is that both L&D and HR
can assist the individuals and teams to
work through these important issues,
all stemming from uncertainty and the
anxiety it creates. Leaders can absolutely
benefit from critical confidential support

through coaching - which L&D can
either offer or suggest suitable external
coaches.
By coaching both teams and their
leaders, L&D and HR professionals
put themselves in the best possible
position to promote involvement and
understanding of what changes are
required.
Coaches have a great way to pose
questions which may not have been
voiced otherwise. What is important to
you during change? What are your main
concerns? How can other people at
work best support you during a difficult
period? The answers to these questions
are all ones that leaders, managers, L&D
and HR professionals are best suited
to provide in a way that not only helps
develop change readiness, but that can
also reassess the skills and knowledge
that are needed to deal with this new
environment in the first place.

What Type of Leadership
Coaching is Most Beneficial?
Generally speaking, psychodynamic
coaching is a great way to not only
identify core issues, but also the types
of processes that underlie all human
behaviour. This approach also helps
to address some of the conscious and
unconscious aspects of the individual
and collective behaviours, thus putting
everyone involved in a better position to
address emotional, relational and even
political issues that shouldn’t be left to
fester.
To put it another way - transactional,
hierarchical, target and rule setting
leadership can NOT succeed in the
context of a complex and fast-changing
world. Innovation, creativity and
especially empathy are often suppressed
in these conditions.
Never forget that leadership is not about
being a “lone hero.” Instead, it is about
building the dynamics of effective teams,
all while reducing toxic anxiety at the
same time. Psychodynamic coaching is
therefore an efficient way to accomplish
precisely that.

The Centro Coaching Approach
At Centro Coaching, we believe that the
aim of coaching is to enable executives
and leaders to question, make sense
of, reflect on and better understand
what is happening around them. This
provides them with the flexibility needed
to function more effectively in the
workplace.
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By facilitating a socio-psychological and
transitional process, our approach allows
us to work “beneath the surface” - thus
contextualizing ever-changing business
priorities in a way that would be difficult
to replicate on your own.
Transitional thinking always takes on the
view that people and organizations are in
a state of transition at all times. In order
to work with real life problems, team
members need to be able to focus on
the psychological processes and social
processes that operate beyond their
control.
Organisational development
programmes, which have traditionally
focused on acquiring new behaviours,
skills, and knowledge, are often
experienced as being too narrow and
distant from the everyday realities
and complexity of the lives of these
executives. Few of these programmes
recognize that unconscious processes
“below the surface” can guard against
change and result in a repetition of old
patterns of behaviour and an adherence
to old values.
At Centro Coaching we provide
leadership coaching and organisational
development programmes that work
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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from below the surface and are deep
and experiential. You won’t find this
anywhere else in Gibraltar!

Cutting Through the Fog
In the end, one of the most important
things you can acknowledge is that an
uncertain world will ALWAYS pose many
risks. But it will also create opportunities,
too - ones that are just waiting to be
taken advantage of by people who know
what they’re doing.
Based on that, we believe that L&D can
play an important role at many levels,
coaching leaders through their options
and encouraging them to take on board
higher levels of uncertainty with ease.
This coaching will also assist leaders in
taking advantage of new opportunities,
allowing them to finally see beyond
the current fog in the way that they’ve
longed for. It can also open up a way
through unclear situations AND help to
keep the initiative and make changes
with greater confidence, too.
Further information is available at the
following website:
www.centrocoaching.co.uk

Fabio D’Apice, MA, MSc
Fabio is the Director of Centro Coaching
(UK & Gibraltar), Executive Director
of the International Society for the
Psychoanalytic Study of Organisations,
and he is currently the Head of
Professional Forum for the Association
for Coaching in Spain. He specialises
in Group and Organisational Dynamics,
Executive Coaching, Business Coaching,
Career Development, Appraisals, Team
Coaching, Leadership Development,
Emotional Intelligence, MBTI, 360 degree
assessment, Organisation Consultant,
Facilitation, and Psychotherapy.
Fabio is also a Psychotherapist and
Director of Working Through (UK and
Gibraltar).
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www.gibraltarlawyers.com

ISOLAS Trusted Since 1892
Property • Family • Corporate & Commercial • Taxation • Litigation • Trusts
Wills & Probate • Shipping • Private Client • Wealth management • Sports law & management

For further information contact: info@isolas.gi

ISOLAS LLP Portland House Glacis Road PO Box 204 Gibraltar. Tel: +350 2000 1892
Celebrating 125 years of ISOLAS
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SERVING UP A SLICE
OF GIBRALTAR’S FOOD
DELIVERY SERVICES
David Revagliatte

T

he service industry has
become a vital driver of
growth for economies
across the world. In fact,
a recent report by Deloitte
estimated that nearly 40
percent of world trade in 2018
came from the service industry,
with further growth predicted.
While that’s an impressive
statistic that highlights a global
trend, it’s also a very broad
view of things that’s hard to
contextualise.
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One service sector that’s doing
particularly well is the food delivery
market. Digital technology and
changing eating habits have
contributed to an almost meteoric rise
in the popularity of these services. In
the UK alone, the food delivery sector
was worth a total of £6.5billion in 2017
and, according to the NPD Group, UK
consumers will have spent a massive
£656million on food delivery by the end
of 2019.
It follows, of course, that Gibraltar is
also seeing an increase in the number of
delivery services being offered locally and not all of them food-specific.
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Diversity of delivery services

Opportunities for local brands

Gibraltar’s size has provided an
opportunity for innovative companies
such as VEPO and Rock Hero to offer
up access to pretty much any product/
service to its users. These brands are
creating a niche for themselves by
connecting customers to new brands,
products and services that they might
not ordinarily have bought from a
shop. They are opening up the perks
of having a corporate messenger to
the whole of Gibraltar and, boy, are we
loving it!

As is the case with most industries,
having a memorable brand name is
a key ingredient in the food delivery
sector. The fact that global players
like JustEat and Deliveroo aren’t
operating in Gibraltar, means that
Gibraltar is allowing the space for
some homegrown brands to blossom.
As Gibraltar’s first takeaway delivery
service, Hungry Monkey has earned a
place in hearts and minds with its name
and brand. But it almost got called
something different; speaking with
InTouch earlier this year, its CEO and
Founder told us, “Hungry Monkey was
actually not the first idea! It was more
like the fourth or fifth one. We were
going to call it something very different
at the start”. If VEPO’s branded vehicles
and Rock Hero’s super-cool backlit food
carriers are anything to go by, there
may be some competition amongst
current players to become the Rock’s
best delivery brand.

Technology as a driver
It is of no surprise that technology is
cited as the driver behind the growth,
and existence for that matter, of this
new wave of delivery firms - they all
have apps which make the process
of browsing and ordering very easy.
The team behind NomNoms may be
relatively new to Gibraltar’s takeaway
delivery service landscape, but they
placed importance on their app from
day zero. In an interview with InTouch
magazine, its co-Founder Natalia Robba
spoke about NomNom’s custom-built
mobile app as an essential part of their
service, saying “the NomNoms software
is completely bespoke and under our
control, so we see this as a constantly
improving platform with our aim to
make the customer experience better
and better.”

The Hunger Games

innovative as they seek to increase their
market share by retaining customers.
NomNoms for example, are rewarding
loyal customers with free delivery after
every sixth-order while Hungry Monkey
has been diversifying into related
areas to offer food and drink ordering
services for a large locally-based
restaurant group.
The global food delivery sector is
now seeing signs of consolidation
across a number of brands. European
companies JustEat and Takeaway.
com have recently confirmed plans to
combine their businesses with more
mergers planned over in the US. While
Gibraltar’s market is relatively young
and talks of mergers and consolidations
may be a way off, at least two things
are certain; we will see more innovation
and increased competition and our
appetite for delivery services shows no
signs of slowing down.
Source: https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/
economy/issues-by-the-numbers/trade-in-serviceseconomy-growth.html

What the rise in numbers of delivery
services is creating - apart from a very
convenient way to shop on-demand
- is competition. These services allow
customers to compare offers and order
food from a variety of restaurants,
just like regular online shopping, with
just a few taps of their mobile device.
Local firms are becoming increasingly

Advisory. Assurance. Compliance

Helping businesses in Gibraltar understand privacy laws and requirements which are complex
and multi-layered. By offering guidance and practical advice and assistance, our objective is
geared towards organisations not only achieving, but to maintaining compliance or at the very
least, taking reasonable practicable steps and best endeavours towards their compliance
journey, in order to demonstrate compliance with their data protection responsibilities and
privacy obligations.
Need assistance with your compliance programmes/projects or perhaps find the requirements of GDPR challenging?
Then contact us for further information at: gog@westfieldherent.com
Westfield & Herent, The WorkLab, WestOne, Eurotowers Complex, Europort Road, Gibraltar. T: +350 540 61992
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SHINE EASYCAR DETAILING
ON DEMAND

W

hether it’s a car,
motorbike or boat –
in Gibraltar we love
them all. They are
the prized possessions of many,
and are a massive investment
for most. As a result, it stands
to reason that we tend to want
to keep them in good condition.
This is where ShineEasy comes
in – a business that takes their
carbon footprint seriously.
“We are much more than a mobile
Car Wash,” Joey Sheriff, ShineEasy’s
founder, informs me, “everything that
we do is underpinned by the ethos of
environmental sustainability. Our entire
business and all its processes have been
designed to consume the least amount
of energy and water whilst ensuring
the least negative impact on the
environment through the products and
methods we use. This includes careful
consideration to processing of all waste
outputs among other contaminants
that, in a normal car wash, end up
polluting our air and water.”
Joey’s idea for ShineEasy came about
during his years away from Gibraltar
working as an environmental scientist in
Australia. “I had been travelling with a
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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friend of mine when we saw something
similar that caught my imagination.
That’s where I thought this concept
could work in Gibraltar.”
As an environmental scientist, he was
keen to make a significant difference
to the environment. “Not only
products,” says Joey, “but also the
associated technologies pertaining
to this business. We looked at how
other similar detailing firms abroad
implement this concept. One could

say that we are pioneers of this service
locally – we are fully registered and
licensed while to date, there have been
a number of unregulated operators
instead.”
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He goes on to explain that quality of
service is vital to his business, and
that they aim to deliver exceptional
service every time to every customer
with a 100% satisfaction guarantee . “If
you’re not happy, we’re not happy”... To
provide the highest standards, we had
to look overseas at the International
Detailing Association (IDA) whose
task it is to regulate the industry by
providing assessments for certification.
Through the IDA’s Continual
Professional Development seminars
and courses, we have devised our
methods which adhere to international
standards, thus providing unequalled
quality of service, whilst using best
practice. Further to this, we make
sure that the environmental aspect of
what we do powers our vision for the
business.”
“As eco-warriors, our chosen methods
reduce the amount of water used to
just a fraction of that in a standard car
wash. We are a waterless service after
all,” Joey asserts, “meaning that we do
not use a hose connected to a source of
running water. Besides reducing usage
and wastage of water, we also hugely
reduce our carbon footprint as a result.
Gibraltar’s water supply comes from
a desalination plant which consumes
vast amounts of energy using carbonbased fuel sources. Traditional car
wash methods can consume up to
300 litres as opposed to our service
which consumes less than 1 litre! The
Department of the Environment’s River
Basin Report 2015 also suggests that
any measures that result in a reduction
of potable water productions and
supply from seawater desalination,
would result in energy saving and
hence carbon emissions reduction. At
ShineEasy we are now exploring ways
to capture water and recycle it so that
we use even less.”
In addition to this, the company has
recently taken a step further and is
beginning to offer a steam-cleaning
service using high pressure steam to
easily remove bacteria and sterilise the
area being worked on. “Every surface
and type of contaminant present on
a vehicle has a specific requirement
for safe removal, and thus a different
chemical approach is necessary for
each.” Joey elaborates, “If one does
not select the optimal product with
the right pH value, one runs the risk
of damaging or at least tarnishing the
surface of the vehicle. With our new
steam cleaner, we now have the ability

with higher temperatures and pressures
to catalyse the cleaning process while
still maintaining a waterless (or low
water) approach.”
“We have carried out intense research
in the three years or so it has taken us
to launch the business from conception,
thus we have been able to meticulously
select exactly the right products for
all the surfaces that we are required to
clean. And research never stops. We
make sure that all the products we use
are free from toxins, biodegradable
and are the least harmful to the
environment that are currently available
on the market.”
A business that is breaking new ground
to provide an innovative service is
always likely to have to overcome more
challenges than others. In all of Joey’s
efforts into making his research into a
reality, several applications to various
government departments and agencies
were submitted as part of the journey
to ensure that he had all the necessary
permissions and licenses to be able
to start trading. During that lengthy
period of time, the development of the
business idea continued, taking into
consideration the services and business
processes and deciding on pricing
ranges were key at this stage. “We
had nothing to compare our services
to, and to figure out a competitive
and viable price was an exercise of
placing myself in the vehicle-owner’s
shoes and crunching the numbers,”
Joey explained, “We considered the

masses of individuals currently going
to the classic bucket and sponge – we
knew the detrimental effect of smearing
soapy water over expensive paintwork.
Without protection, this does more
harm than good, leaving the surface
exposed to the elements (see image 2).
Additionally, Gibraltar’s atmospheric
conditions are hardly conducive to
keeping paintwork and metal in tip-top
condition at the best of times: sun,
sand, salt and seagulls!” But then again,
ShineEasy is far more than a mobile
car wash and valeting service - it is
vehicle detailing to an impressively
high standard but with exceedingly low
environmental impact.
“Vehicles are part of the day-today local lifestyle in Gibraltar, and
when maintained properly, your
vehicles paintwork lasts longer, in
better condition, maintaining their
value. ShineEasy’s mobile detailing
services form an integral part of that
process. A vehicle’s value depreciates
the minute you drive it out of the
showroom. ShineEasy brings you
back that showroom finish and gives
you that new car feeling after each
service- adding resale value,” says Joey.
Their services go a long way towards
keeping a vehicle in good condition
while limiting the impact that keeping
them clean has on the environment.
This, Joey is beginning to find out as
the development of the business picks
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up pace, is something clearly of interest to other business
owners, who want to limit the downtime of their employees.
Where fleet vehicles form part of the service delivery they
act as an advertisement billboard – a grubby fleet does not
speak well of the company that owns it. ShineEasy offer
special fleet maintenance packages to sort this out.
Effectively communicating the benefits that ShineEasy offers
was a challenge in itself. In a community where washing
the car is still a Sunday afternoon pastime for many, the
benefits of using the right products and the right methods
for achieving the best and longest-lasting results have to be
reiterated and expanded upon through a variety of avenues
including both physical and tech-based means. To do this,
Joey has invested in a responsive website, constant social
media presence and a free App available on Google Play
and the Apple Store. Easy to navigate, informative and with
the option to book services on-demand and set up moneysaving memberships, the online services are an integral part
of how the business works.
ShineEasy even offer the convenience of not having to take
your vehicle anywhere in particular to have it professionally
cleaned. They have thought through the environmental
impact of the process of getting to customers using e-cargo
bikes to carry all equipment, products and tools needed
to perform the service. We end our conversation with a
final statement from Joey, “Businesses do have a social
responsibility and making sure we don’t have a detrimental
effect on the natural world is how we have taken that
responsibility on board.”
And there you have it! Convenience, quality and the powerful
ethos to care for the environment paramount ShineEasy’s
approach to business; leading the way through innovative,
conscious action and doing their part for bettering business
practices, here in Gibraltar.
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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For further information on ShineEasy’s services and to find out
more about the company, check out their website:
www.shineeasy.com
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BREXIT NO DEAL:

IMPLICATIONS FOR GIBRALTAR BUSINESSES
DOING CROSS-BORDER TRANSFERS OF
PERSONAL DATA TO THIRD COUNTRIES OR
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

T

his article is the first
of a two-part series.

In the first part,
the authors discuss the
general GDPR regime
regarding international data
transfers and the added
complexity surrounding
‘third country’ data transfers,
exploring preparatory steps
organisations can take to
mitigate against a ‘no deal’
Brexit that could result in
Gibraltar and UK instantly
becoming third countries for
the purposes of the panEuropean (GDPR) privacy
regime.
The second part shall
explore the gateways under
which personal data may be
validly transferred to and
from third countries.

GDPR and international
transfers (overview)
Given the growth of a rapidly everevolving international market it has
become increasingly part of business
requirements for organisations to
transfer data internationally. However,
where these transfers involve personal
data it is necessary to ensure that the
data is adequately protected and the
transfer complies with the requirements
of the Data Protection Act 2004 (DPA)
as well as the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR); in particular,
Chapter V of the GDPR and the data
protection principles in Art. 5 GDPR.

Whenever there is a need for third
country transfers, it is imperative that
organisations ensure a similar degree
of protection is afforded to protect the
rights and freedoms of data subjects
as regards the processing of personal
data.
Transfers on the basis of an ‘adequacy
decision’ under the first gateway
are least problematic, as additional
steps do not need to be taken by the
data controller in order to introduce
appropriate safeguards. The current
list of adequate countries or territories
can be downloaded from the website
of the European Commission (EC), and
at the time of writing includes Andorra,
Argentina, Canada (commercial
organisations), Faroe Islands, Guernsey,
Israel, Isle of Man, Japan, Jersey, New
Zealand, Switzerland, Uruguay and the
United States of America (limited to the
Privacy Shield framework).

Consequently, data controllers may
only transfer personal data to third
countries by using one of the gateways,
which we have summarised as follows:

Brexit No Deal – What does
this mean for Gibraltar
businesses?

2. Transfer is subject to appropriate
safeguards under Art. 46 GDPR.

intouch

4. Transfer is an ‘exempted transfer’
under the specific derogations in the
second sub-paragraph of Art. 49(1)
GDPR.

GDPR applies a much stricter regime
where personal data are transferred
to ‘third countries’ and international
organisations (i.e. countries and
international organisations outside of
the European Economic Area (EEA)).
However, it also provides various
‘gateways’ to allow transfers of this
nature, which for convenience we shall
refer to as ‘third country transfers’.
Conversely, transfers within the EEA
are not subject to such stringent
requirements or what the law refers to
as ‘appropriate safeguards’.

1. Transfer is to a third country that is
deemed ‘adequate’ by the European
Union.
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3. Transfer is an ‘exempted transfer’
under the specific derogations in the
first sub-paragraph of Art. 49(1) GDPR.

As most will be aware, Gibraltar
benefits from the UK’s current
membership of the EU, and therefore
is not currently considered a ‘third
country’ for GDPR purposes. As a
result, transfers to/from the UK and/or
Gibraltar do not currently require any
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of the gateways mentioned above, and
it is notable that the UK and Gibraltar
have neither required nor obtained an
‘adequacy ruling’ for this reason.

The logical question
follows: “will the UK
(and by extension,
Gibraltar) become
a third country for
GDPR purposes on
Brexit?”
On a ‘no deal’
Brexit, the answer
is undoubtedly a
resounding “Yes!”
For this reason, there are growing
concerns among businesses; and quite
rightly so.
Presently, organisations or businesses
that process personal data (as controllers
or processors) need to comply with
Gibraltar’s data protection regime,
which is contained in the DPA. Our DPA
is substantially similar to the UK’s Data
Protection Act 2018 (UK DPA), which
was drafted in anticipation of Brexit.
Accordingly, amendments were made
to the DPA in Gibraltar on 25 May 2018
in order to ensure that it remains ‘fit
for purpose’ following Brexit and also
takes account of the special relationship
between the UK and Gibraltar. This
means we do not expect a significant
amount of changes to our DPA postBrexit.
(Spoiler alert! After Brexit, a future article will explore
how the DPA works in conjunction with GDPR, and
the four regimes contained therein in further detail)

Given the DPA and the UK DPA
incorporate the GDPR, one would
expect the EU will be able to consider
Gibraltar and the UK as having an
adequate level of data protection rights
in their legislative regimes, ensuring the
fundamental rights and freedoms of
natural persons are guaranteed. In other
words, the DPA aims to meet the EU’s
‘GDPR standard’ (and go even further if
need be).
A further practical question asks: “how
long will the EU take to make that
(formal) decision on adequacy?” and
the answer is that on a ‘no deal’ Brexit it
might be “too long”.

Her Majesty’s Government of Gibraltar
(HMGoG) is working to include further
mechanisms and changes as may be
required in law for the uninterrupted
transfer of personal data between
Gibraltar and the UK; accordingly, such
transfers should remain unaffected,
regardless of a no deal Brexit.
However, on a no deal Brexit and in
the absence of an adequacy decision
(which involves a formal process made
at EC level and is not expected to be
a decision made overnight), transfers
(i) from Gibraltar to the EEA; and (ii)
received from the EEA to Gibraltar, will
still require the receiving EEA entity
to demonstrate there are appropriate
safeguards in place, which could lead
to Gibraltar businesses having to agree
to GDPR audits and/or being asked to
confirm their compliance status.

Okay…there’s a potential
problem – what’s the solution?
Should the UK leave the EU without
a deal there are measures which your
business or organisation can take and
put in place to ensure data protection
compliance.
Being prepared is key, and the best
preparation is to ensure that your
organisation or business is at present,
effectively complying with the GDPR
(and the DPA) which will continue
to apply post-Brexit. The reason for
this is not only that GDPR is directly
applicable in Gibraltar, but also that
EEA-based international businesses will
not be able to transfer personal data to
a Gibraltar business or organisation (in
the absence of an adequacy decision)
unless it demonstrates effective GDPR
compliance.
Due consideration must also be given
to the requirement to appoint a
representative in the EEA, if you are a
data controller or processor which is
not established in the EU (i.e. a Gibraltar
international business with head office
in Gibraltar or the UK in a post-Brexit
context, and no EEA offices). It should
be ascertained whether it is apparent
that your business or organisation
envisages offering services to or
monitoring behaviour of data subjects
in one or more Member States in the
Union1.

What actions need to be taken
by businesses?
Whilst we await an adequacy ruling for
the UK (which it is hoped will include
Gibraltar), or a ‘deal’ scenario where
the UK negotiates this, we are left with
the other appropriate safeguards, and
the exempt transfer scenarios. We do
not propose to deal with all of these
in this article, but feel it is important
to highlight Binding Corporate Rules
(BCRs), and the approved EU standard
contractual clauses (SCCs).
Given the complexity and timescales
involved with BCRs, which require
formal approval by a supervisory
authority, SCCs are the more commonly
adopted mechanism to ensure efficient
transfers. But the SCCs are not onesize-fits-all and nor do they arrive with
all the blanks filled in. The SCCs require
fact-specific business decisions as well
as considering the practicalities of how
international transfers will operate.
The next article in this series will cover
BCRs and SCCs in more detail, as well
as the other gateways that allow third
country transfers.
SCCs aside, your organisation or
business needs to have a plan to
implement appropriate safeguards. A
two-phased approach is suggested
below which focuses on preliminary
steps to take, before shifting focus
to how the organisation exports and
imports personal data to/from Gibraltar.
(1) Think about what GDPR safeguards
your organisation can put in place
to ensure continuance of data flows,
following departure from the EU.2
(2). Review existing contracts that are in
place and/or amend as appropriate in line
with any data sharing initiatives (e.g. data
processing and/or sharing agreements.
(3). Review your privacy notices and
other privacy information (data subjects
have a right to know where their data is
being transferred) and identify details
that will need updating once we leave
the EU.
(4). Review your internal documentation
and appropriate policy documents,
including data protection impact
assessments for transfer between
Gibraltar and the EEA and Risk Registers
(if these are in place) to identify any
details which will need to be updated
when Gibraltar leaves the EU.
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(5). Review lawful basis on which
processing activities are being done and
start to map internal and external data
flows within your organisation if you
have not already done so.
(6) Raise organisational awareness
about these key issues and the
importance of GDPR compliance in your
businesses – i.e. obtain ‘management
buy-in’ and train staff accordingly.
Keep abreast of guidance and latest
information from the Gibraltar
Regulatory Authority (GRA).

Phase 2 – Review your
international transfers and
implement appropriate
safeguards.
(1). Discussions need to be held with
any pan European partners if you
operate across Europe (e.g. have offices,
branches or other establishments in the
EEA). Assuming this to be the case, then
EU regime will apply to these European
processing activities even after we leave
the EU.
(2). The EU regime may equally apply
where you offer goods or services to
individuals in the EEA or monitor the
behaviour of individuals in the EEA,
if you are only based in Gibraltar for
instance.
(3). You may need to appoint a
representative in the EEA to act on
your behalf if your organisation does
not have a presence in any other EEA
or EU member state. Apart from data
protection officer (DPO) obligations
of your organisation or business, your
representative cannot be your DPO
or one of your processors. If your
organisation is a public authority,
processing is occasional, low-risk and
does not consist of special category
or criminal offence data on a large
scale, there is no need to appoint a
representative3.
(4). Review your data flows, structures
and processing operations to assess
(a) whether you will continue to have a
Lead Supervisory Authority (LSA)4 and
take advantage of the one-stop-shop;
(b) if you no longer have a LSA how you
could be at a disadvantage from the
one-stop-shop which could significantly
impact on your businesses in addition to
the resources you may require in dealing
with EU data protection authorities
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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enquiries and (c) how Brexit will affect
the data protection regimes that apply
to your business or organisation as you
may have to deal with both the GRA
and EU supervisory authorities in each
EEA or EU member state where the
processing of personal data relative
to those activities has effect on the
fundamental rights and freedoms of
individuals5.
(5). In view of transfers to Gibraltar,
undertake a review of your data flows
to identify where (locations) you receive
data into Gibraltar from the EEA. If your
business or organisation is in receipt of
data from organisations in the EEA, the
organisation transferring that data to
your business will need to comply with
the transfer provisions of the EU regime
and may ask you to enter into the
SCC to ensure that there are sufficient
safeguards in place or that one of the
exceptions of GDPR applies.
(6) Equally, a review is required where
you transfer data from Gibraltar to any
country outside of Gibraltar, as these will
undoubtedly fall under new transfer and
documentation provisions of Gibraltar. In
particular, establish whether the country
to which the personal data is being
transferred to is within a third country, is
within the EEA, or is otherwise deemed
adequate.
(7) If your organisation forms part of
a multi-national group and there are
existing BCRs already in place (quite
rare at the moment) that cover EEA and
Gibraltar group companies, you may rely
on these for transfers from the EEA to
Gibraltar (showing relevant changes to
Gibraltar as a third country).
For additional information on the
current requirements on transfers
outside of Gibraltar, refer to guidance
issued by the GRA6 or ICO on
international transfers.
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Art. 27 and Recital 23 GDPR
ICO, March 2019 ‘Leaving the EU – six steps to take’.
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For further guidance on appointing a representative,
see EDPB ‘Guidelines on Territorial Scope’.
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GRA ‘Guidance on GDPR: (2) Lead Supervisory
Authority’(Guidance Note IR02/17 of 24 May 2017).
See also Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines for
identifying a controller or processor’s lead supervisory
authority’ (5 April 2017).
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for a “no deal” Brexit’ (Guidance Note IR05/18 of
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‘International Transfers’ (Guidance Note IR11/18 of 13
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IT IS
TIME TO
GET SMART
ABOUT
BUSINESS

REGISTER
ONLINE
TODAY!

A powerful new technology has emerged. The blockchain platform and smart contracts
are disrupting traditional businesses practices by providing an accurate, fast and secure
alternative.
Delivered by an international team of experts, the University of Gibraltar’s Professional
Certificate of Competence in Blockchain and Smart Contracts, focuses on real-life case
studies in order to bring the technology to life. You will learn how it can benefit your
business.
Discover how the technology could transform your organisation’s process to reduce
risk and enhance productivity.

Professional Certificate in Blockchain and Smart Contracts
The course is delivered in two blocks of four days and two days.
Block 1: Monday 17th February – Thursday 20th February 2020 inclusive (4 days)
Block 2: Monday 16th March & Tuesday 17th March 2020 inclusive (2 days)

Find out more
unigib.edu.gi
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THE CROSS
FRONTIER
GROUP:
CALLING
FOR CALM IN
THE FACE OF
UNCERTAINTY
David Revagliatte

T

he time it takes to either
enter or leave Gibraltar
via the land border with
Spain is often used as
a barometer to measure the
level of diplomatic tension
between Britain and Spain. A
highly emotive issue, the all-tooregular frontier queues affect
the thousands of workers who
cross it daily and directly impact
the importation and exportation
of goods both to and from
Gibraltar.

The summer of 2013 was a particularly
tough time for Gibraltar and its
neighbouring communities after a row
erupted between Britain and Spain.
Described by the then Prime Minister,
David Cameron, as being a “politically
motivated” reaction to Gibraltar’s
creation of an artificial reef at the end
of its runway, cross-frontier workers
bore the brunt of daily 6-7 hour queues
and strict customs checks. While the
issue slowly unfolded at political-level,
local businesses and workers on both
sides were becoming increasingly
frustrated that their voices were not
being listened to.
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As a response to the rising political
tensions and slow diplomatic process,
cross-border trade associations,
workers’ unions and business leaders
held a meeting to share concerns and
develop a constructive way forward.
What those present didn’t know at
the time, was that it was to be the first
meeting of an influential cross-frontier
lobbying group. I spoke to its former
President, Lionel Chipolina and its
current Vice President, Victor Gonzalez,
about the Cross Frontier Group’s early
days, some of the milestones since
being founded and the big challenge
posed by Brexit.
Gibraltarian Lionel Chiplina has been a
member of the group since early 2018
when he took over as its Chairman. He
is a retired teacher now, but Lionel’s
eclectic career has seen him work
as a tennis coach, a Supreme Court
interpreter and take active roles within
trade unions during some of Gibraltar’s
defining political moments. It perhaps
then seems apt that he got involved
with the Cross Frontier Group, but he
alludes to it being an issue of being
at the right place at the right time;
“I had been involved with the trade
union Unite since early 2015, and very
soon after my involvement, I was told
of an opportunity within the Group. I
was invited to stand in as its President

because the post is held on an annual
basis and it was Gibraltar’s ‘turn’ so to
speak.” He explains more about the
role, “It’s usually shared between this
side and the Spanish side. This year we
have Loren Periañez who represents
APYMELL from Spain. He was the Vice
Chairman while I was President and
the current Vice President is Victor
Gonzalez from Gibraltar’s teachers
union. What we try and do in the
chairmanship and vice chairmanship
is we like to have one from Spain
one from Gibraltar and also one from
business and one from unions. We
alternate so that that interests and
balance is ensured. Then the chairman,
vice chairman act as spokesmen on
each side”.
When I ask about the origins of the
Cross Frontier Group, Lionel says,
“With the reef being made, things
started becoming complicated on a
political level. There was an impasse
at the frontier and it was becoming
more and more important to express
the concern that, in a place where a
symbiotic relationship existed crossfrontier in the region, that citizens’
rights and interests were defended”.
Victor Gonzales, the current Vice
President of the group remembers that
first gathering back in the summer of
2013, “The first meeting was held at
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affecting not just Gibraltar but the
Campo Area as well, its citizens and
the economic wellbeing on both sides”.
The action that followed was a swift
and effective campaign of lobbying and
media outreach activities that, for the
first time, gave a voice and a platform
to those directly affected by the border
queues. The group had effectively given
the issue a much-needed human angle
in what had until then been perceived
as being purely political.
During the months and years that
followed that first meeting, the
Cross Frontier Group has become an
influential association with a network
that extends far beyond the region. In
early 2014, the group visited Brussels to
meet with officials regarding the border
Unite’s temporary offices in Bell Lane.
It was led by Unite and they asked us
to consider holding a demonstration
at the frontier to express our concerns
and disapproval of the measures being
taken by the Spanish border officials.
After some discussion this form of
action was dismissed as inappropriate
for some of the organisations involved
and we decided to meet again to plan
a more formal type of action based on
lobbying politicians in London, Madrid
and Brussels and seeking support from
HMGOG, Mancomunidad, La Junta,
Deputacion de Cadiz and local Mayors
in the Campo area”. When I ask Victor
about the mood at that first meeting,
he says “I remember there was a very
strong feeling amongst all present, to
take action against the strict measures
imposed by Mr Margallo which were
tensions. In October 2016 following
the result of the UK’s EU Referendum,
they returned to Brussels to discuss a
possible Brexit and meet with MEPs and
the Commission. In 2017 the group has
signed Memoranda of Understandings
with the Mancomunidad de Municipios
and with the Government of Gibraltar.
Their membership now includes
associations and unions from both sides
of the frontier including the Chamber
of Commerce, GGCA, GFSB, Gibraltar
NASUWT, Unite the Union, and, from
the Spanish side, APYMEL, CCOO, UGT,
Cámara de Comercio Cadiz.
While he is proud of their achievements
and growth to date, Lionel jokes and
talks about some of the challenges that
size brings, “One of the biggest issues
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is maintaining the group together!
Because I think, as it has matured and
grown, the group understands that
keeping the momentum and shared
goal is key. The main aim is to keep that
diversity of interests funneled together.
There is a lot of mutual respect within
the group.
“A second challenge is ensuring that
the concerns that we’re hearing from
people on the streets - be it small
businesses working in the Campo area,
businesses in Gibraltar, workers in
Gibraltar, the importance of tourists and
any citizens trying to get through the
frontier - that those are defended.”
We then move onto some of the
strengths that their wide membership
brings, “Our broad representation
enables us to lobby at every level we’ve lobbied in parliament in the UK,
parliament in Spain and Brussels as well.
Within the local surroundings, and I’m
talking about the whole of the Cadiz
and Malaga province, we are extremely
respected. I did a lot of work last year
with the regional press and it’s amazing
how respected the group is because
it really is looked upon to give the
citizens’ view. The fluidity of the frontier
is obviously the crucial aspect of the
citizen’s concern”.
The issue of ‘border fluidity’ has once
again become high on the agenda for
politicians and lobbyists in the run up to
Brexit. The last three years have been
a rollercoaster for workers on both
sides of the frontier and when I speak
to Lionel it sounds like there are more
curves ahead, “The biggest problem
here is the fact that it is an interstate
problem between Britain and Spain.
Because of the status that Gibraltar has,
everything has to be agreed between
those two States, regarding Gibraltar. I
think what we, as a non-political group,
have been able to do, is to put the
regional aspect of the problem above
everything else. We’ve regionalized the
problem.”
He pays tribute to the work of the
group’s members and alludes to a slight
change in the Spanish position, “We’ve
demonstrated that there is a symbiotic
relationship between the Campo area
and the economic powerhouse that
Gibraltar is. It is respected on both
sides. I think we have made inroads into
how that importance of the regional
aspects of the problem have been
received in London, in Madrid, and in
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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Brussels. To a great extent, it allowed
for a lot of the negotiations that we
know have been going on between
Gibraltar and the Spanish government.
Although it still pursues the sovereignty
issue, the Spanish government seems to
take on board how Brexit can affect the
surrounding area, both in cross-frontier
workers, but crucially about how it will
affect business in Spain and also how it
will affect business in Gibraltar, which
needs to be defended so that those
posts are maintained in Gibraltar”.

“We really don’t
know what the
relationship is
going to be postBrexit. In the
group, we talk a
lot about trying
to remain calm
despite what
happens”.
Lionel Chipolina

I ask him about whether he has any
advice for Gibraltar’s businesses.
He says, “David as you know, the
biggest problem with Brexit is the
uncertainty. We really don’t know what
the relationship is going to be postBrexit. In the group, we talk a lot about
trying to remain calm despite what
happens. However it materialises, we
don’t exactly know what the technical
problems are going to be. What is
very important is when those technical
problems happen, (it may be costs,
new costs and tariffs being incurred)
we’ve got to stay calm because we
can’t give it a political interpretation”.
He goes onto speak about the frontier
specifically, “We all know the whole
issue of the frontier is very emotional,
but we’ve got to look at exactly why
it is that there are problems, there are
queues and so on. Very often I walk
down the street and people tell me,
“There are queues today. What’s the
group doing about it?” Very, very often
we cannot put our finger on exactly
why it is happening. It could be an
administrative problem at customs,
and administrative problems at police.
Recently we had police trying out the

e-passport readers and they caused
delays. Those are technical problems
that are going to arise. Now, are they
politically motivated? Well, very often
they might not be. I think we’ve looked
to remain calm as the communities on
both sides of the frontier live through
the changes that are going to come”.
As a final point, I move onto asking
about the future of the group and
about its next moves. Lionel’s
expression lights up, “We have
brought some of our concerns up at
a very high level, which is the EGTC
or European Grouping of Territorial
Cooperation. In Spanish, it’s called
the AECT, Agrupación Europea de
Cooperación Territorial. We have
managed to discuss the potential
impact of this organ at this level and
it got past the Junta de Andalucia,
past the Gibraltar Government who
signed a memorandum of association
with us.” I ask him whether this forum
would still be relevant post-Brexit, he
explains that it will, “What the EGTC
is, it’s a European institution, a forum
where cooperation can take place. Now,
these EGTCs exist not only between the
Member States of Europe that border
on each other, but it also happens
between members and non-members.
We still feel that it is an avenue that
needs to be explored because either
post Brexit or without Brexit happening,
we feel that it is a forum which can
serve as a legal framework for a lot of
the cooperation that we talk about but
we don’t actually establish in black and
white and institutionalise”.
Since being founded in 2013, the
group has managed to establish itself
an important forum through which to
communicate and collaborate across
the divide. It has become a barometer
for how the people are feeling on both
sides of the border. As we face Brexit
and a great deal of uncertainty for
Gibraltar’s businesses, I can’t help but
think of Lionel’s call for calm in the face
of what’s coming.
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GETTING FIT,
KEEPING STRONG
WITH JON CRUZ
PERSONAL
TRAINING
Jackie Anderson

“

Setting up in business on
your own is always a risk,”
says Jon Cruz when we
meet at his Main Street
studio, “I took my risk amid
caution expressed by family and
friends some seventeen years
ago, and I don’t regret it at all; in
fact, I find it very rewarding to
be able to help people achieve
better health outcomes.”
Seventeen years after setting up his
own business, Jon Cruz Personal
Training is well-established and thriving.
When he started up Jon had left the
security of a career as a PE teacher in
UK to return to his native Gibraltar with
a thirst to challenge himself further.
“I have always been involved in sport,”
he tells me, “and I am aware that I am
a very competitive person; not just
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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in terms of competing against other
people as I used to but also competing
against myself, challenging myself to
go further or succeed in something
new.”
This thirst to push himself towards
success has led Jon to now be the
longest-established local personal
trainer in Gibraltar. “When I started in
business in Gib, I was one of onlythree
personal trainers here at the time,”
he reminisces, “now there are more
personal trainers in the market here,
which gives customers a wide range of
choice as some of us will use different
systems and different methods to
others. Of course,” he adds, “there is
nothing that can replace or improve
on a combination of skill and sheer
experience.”

Decades of experience working in sport,
health and fitness is what is amply on
offer at Jon Cruz Personal Training. As
a boy, Jon was a talented swimmer and
studied for his A levels at a specialist
sporting school in Devon, going on
to represent Gibraltar in international
competitions many times. He went
on to take a sports science degree in
Cardiff, moving on to study a PGCE
before going on to Birmingham to work
as a PE teacher in a secondary school
for some seven years, a tough but
equally rewarding challenge. In 2002
he stepped aside from that career, took
qualifications as a personal trainer and
his business was born.
“The degree of skills, knowledge,
experience and dedication that goes
into being a good personal trainer
is intense,” Jon explains to me. It
is probably, he concedes, a little
bit unappreciated at times by the
public in general who perhaps are
not aware of the learning that goes
into obtaining the right qualifications.
Part of the service industry, personal
training is also part of the health care
sector. “A qualified personal trainer is
a professional like many others in the
health care field,” Jon explained, “we
offer highly specialised and bespoke
services to our individual clients and I
would love to see that professionalism
receive greater recognition both from
the public and as well as from fellow
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personal trainers; we work hard, we
combine an array of skills in helping
people achieve their fitness goals and
we need to openly recognise that in
ourselves as business people and health
professionals.”

to weights. We can
work one-to-one and
sometimes clients opt
to take small group
sessions with a couple
of friends.”

Jon’s many loyal customers are often
pleasantly surprised at the intensity of
effort Jon will put into making sure that
his health and fitness programmes are
perfectly tailored to suit their individual
physical needs and their personal health
goals.“I take a very holistic view of each
of my clients’ fitness programmes,”
Jon explains, “I spend time getting to
know them, their health and fitness
issues, what it is they want to achieve
and I put together a programme that’s
right for them. I help my clients focus
on overall wellbeing, and good health
and physical fitness is very much a part
of that.” Jon helps clients to review
some of the lifestyle choices that might
have led him to seek his help in the first
place. “We create plans for nutrition,”
Jon says, “and we also look at balancing
focused training with me, along with
activities that clients enjoy that they
can do in their time away from my
sessions, activities that they can fit into
their everyday routines and which will
help them meet their own health goals.
Wellness is a choice not a chore.”

Conveniently situated
in Main Street, Jon
has a well-equipped
studio and he also
has an outdoor space
not far from his Main
Street base. “And we have the great
outdoors,” Jon enthuses, “we are
remarkably lucky in Gib where we can
take a brisk walk for half an hour and
find we are giving ourselves a great
workout up and down those hills and
steps!”

Personal health and fitness goals are
very individual to each client. “There
are as many different reasons why
people take up my personal training
service as there are people,” Jon
elaborates. His clients might seek out
his services to improve their fitness,
lose weight, because they have a health
condition such as diabetes that they
need to manage, because they have
physical concerns that might require
Jon’s expert coaching so that they can
maintain their fitness and strength, or
because they want to buff up for the
beach season. “If people want to look
great on the beach, they have to work
at it,” he smiles, “but if you work at
being well and fit and healthy, you’ll feel
great and look great anyway, and if you
choose activities you enjoy, so much
the better.”
Jon also caters for his clients’ personal
likes and dislikes in terms of physical
exercise choices. “Some people love
running but might want to improve
their upper body strength, so we find
ways of using the studio equipment to
help them do that. Or they might prefer
rowing to running, or boxing exercises

Good health and time are two of the
most precious things we have in our
lives, Jon muses. We talk at length
about the vital connection between
physical exercise and mental health,
how balancing work, rest and play
contributes to a sense of wellbeing and
overall happiness. Exercise, especially
in a way that you particularly enjoy,
is a great way to de-stress and to
reinvigorate your body and your mind,
Jon observes. “Investing in regular
sessions with a good personal trainer is
an investment in your health and in your
wellbeing,” he says, “and good health
is the most important thing you can
own. I work very closely with clients on
preventing ill health and physical fitness
is very much an essential ingredient of
that.” He emphasises how important it
is to keep up with the regular sessions
with your personal trainer as each
session is part of an overall plan. “Of
course there are going to be reasons
for missing sessions that can’t be
avoided,” he acknowledges, “but I
would urge people to take their health
and fitness as seriously as possible, and
of course, to respect the time and effort
that their trainer puts into setting aside
their time and expertise specifically
for each client, so avoiding sessions or
giving as much notice as possible of
having to miss or change a session time
works best all round.” Respect for the
industry is something close to his heart.
“And not just from clients,” Jon adds,
“as a profession, it is important personal

trainers respect their own skills and
expertise, the value they offer clients
and the vital nature of the service they
bring to people’s lives. This is reflected
in fee structures, in standards of
service and in the professional attitude
each trainer brings to their individual
businesses.”
It is often a feature of parts of the
healthcare services, that service
providers are not afforded the
recognition that the value of those
services deserve: masseurs who help
people deal with recovery from painful
injury or to learn to relax and disengage
from stress and anxiety; personal carers
who tend to the needs of the elderly
or those with physical difficulties and
impairments; life coaches and personal
trainers, for example. Pricing those
services is often a difficult exercise for
service providers who need to balance
the expertise and professionalism on
offer with public perception of the
limits at which fees should be set, which
tend to be on the low side. Breaking
down those perceptions and helping
the public understand the importance
of investing time and money into
maintaining good health, Jon believes,
will go a long way to affirm the
professionalism of this sector.
As our discussion comes to a close,
his next clients arrive, fully kitted out
for exercise, smiling and eager to get
moving. I step into the dark of the
evening, feeling unusually uplifted and
inspired by Jon’s advice on how to
get myself and my equally portly pet
Labrador fitter and healthier for spring.
For more information, contact Jon
Cruz on joncruz@gibpt.com or check
out his website: www.gibpt.com
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GETTING
TO KNOW
YOU…

SPEED
NETWORKING
BREAKFAST
WITH
THE GFSB
Jackie Anderson

“

I wasn’t at all sure what to
expect, but it turned out a
very enjoyable way to start
the working day,” said Dave
Anderson, owner of Advanced
Property Care.
A relative newcomer to the GFSB,
Dave was making his first appearance
at the speed networking event, which
is usually held twice a year. Having
recently launched a new service, this
was one way for his small business to
spread information. “It has been a really
useful experience,” Dave told me, “even
in a small place like Gibraltar, you can’t
know everyone, and this has been a
handy way of getting to know about
other businesses and letting them know
what Advanced Property Care offers
and what we might be able to do for
them. I’ve met some really nice people,
learned about services that I am likely
to use and I can refer to my own clients,
and I have a couple of leads to follow
up that I hope will work out well.”
This positive experience was echoed
by a number of other first-timers at the
second of this year’s Speed Networking
Breakfasts organised by the GFSB
and sponsored by the Sunborn Hotel
who provided the venue at La Sala
Restaurant. A breakfast get-together
during the first hour and a half of
the working day gave local business
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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people an opportunity to focus on
networking, meeting other business
people and get their message out to
others. Networking can sometimes
make even the sharpest of business
people nervous, but with a delicious
buffet to break the ice, nerves seemed
to be quickly allayed. “My only regret,”
another first-timer confessed to me,
“was that I was so busy chatting to
people that I didn’t get a chance to
sample more of the breakfast!”
Although this was my third speed
networking event, I have always
attended as an observer, expressly to
interview people attending and write
relevant reports for the GFSB and
InTouch Magazine. This time, with a few
more people than booked unexpectedly
turning up, I was thrown in at the deep
end to help make up an even number
so there were full pairs of attendees.
Suddenly this became my first time
too, and I was so engrossed in meeting
people that I only just managed a nibble
at a muffin before the event was over.
The mechanics of speed networking
were quite straight-forward: two long
tables placed parallel lengthwise, each
lined both sides with chairs facing
each other so attendees could pair up.
After the allocated time, one row of

attendees stayed in situ, but when the
signal came, those in the opposite row
moved along to the seat next to them.
In this way, we could get to meet as
many people as possible in the time
available. Inevitably there was some
good humoured confusion at first, but
the whole thing worked remarkably
smoothly. To say that there was a bit
of a playground atmosphere might
be stretching literary licence a bit too
far, but as a veteran of many business
meetings and seminars, I can attest for
the fact that there were many more
smiles, laughter and handshakes at
this Speed Networking event than I
would usually witness in a gathering of
business leaders.
The conviviality seemed to work. “A bell
would have been really useful between
sessions,” observed Blythe Reeves
of Espionage Games and Special
Ops Gibraltar. He was at the event to
promote the corporate team building
service that is one of his business’
specialisms. “It would have given the
feeling that we were in a game!” he
added. Personal trainer, Jon Cruz,
echoed the theme of the bell to indicate
the change of partners, this time
observing that it would have added a
sense of the sporting to the event.
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While in the main the business people
attending were seeking to develop
those relationships that might help
them grow their customer base, it was
clear that this opportunity to strike new
relationships also worked in a number
of ways. Some business owners had
met each other before and this event
provided them with a rare opportunity
to touch base and find out about what
new products or services might be on
offer. For example, to me, Netgear is
the place to which my son used to drag
me so that I could join him in admiring
the latest gaming laptops. At Speed
Networking, I learned about Netgear’s
business services which until then had
passed me by. While as a one-person
business I might not necessarily use
those services, I am very likely to pass
the information on to some of my
clients.
That’s why networking in person is so
effective: it sets off a chain reaction
which propels information further and
more effectively than basic advertising
alone. As social beings genetically
programmed to communicate face to

face, we are probably more likely to
remember interactions where we have
eye contact with others than online
interactions or when we respond to
what we see when are scroll through
social media. One thing is pressing
the ‘like’ button on something you are
probably going to forget in seconds,
and quite another when you sit facing
an individual you have never met
before and you listen to their news, and
respond to the enthusiasm with which
they talk about their business.
Nor was the event simply about trying
to generate more sales. Besides being
effective in linking up businesses
that could potentially explore useful
collaborations, some businesses
also found that the information they
gathered would be useful to their
own development. Representatives
from the University of Gibraltar were
also there for the first time and one of
them explained to me how useful they
too, had found the event; they had
been able to tell attendees about their
courses and how these could provide
useful training for their employees, and

they were also able to expand their
understanding of business training
needs which will help the university
set up courses that will help Gibraltar’s
business community acquire the skills
needed to continue to successfully
develop into the future.
The morning seemed to finish very
quickly – speed truly being the
operative word. This is one of the
beauties of the event; it can be easily
assimilated into busy business diaries.
Its success can probably be evidenced
in the number of stragglers, those with
a little more time on their hands that
morning who were reluctant to end
engaging conversations. “One tip for
your readers,” smiled another attendee
tipping a nod at my frantic scribbles in
my notebook, “tell them to bring twice
as many business cards as they think
they’re going to need, and then add a
few more…I ran out!” Another sign of a
successful networking exercise. Carmel
Khalilian, of Planning Vision, a town
planning advisory service, summarised
the event succinctly: “The GFSB Speed
Networking event is a great way to
meet interesting businesses and people,
make new business links and practise
your business pitch.”
And if you were wondering how I got
on having been caught unawares and
thrown into the thick of things – yes, I
did pick up some useful information and
interesting leads!
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New Member Profile

WALLY’S SOCIAL

David Revagliatte

I

t is hard to imagine running a
business these days without
some sort of presence on
social media. Since the launch
of Facebook back in 2004,
the channel has developed far
beyond those early likes and
friendly pokes to become an
extremely powerful platform
that can be used to attract and
retain customers. And it’s not
just Facebook, businesses now
have various channels including
Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter,
YouTube and Pinterest through
which to broadcast, engage and
advertise.

And that’s the problem with social
media, with so many platforms, all with
numerous features including stories,
live functions, watch parties, polls,
customisable filters and many more, it is
hard to know which one to use, what to
say (and how often) to say it. And that’s
where one of our newest members
comes in. Wally’s Social is the brainchild
of Gibraltar-based businessman Walacy
Ferreira and he hopes to help business
cut through the confusion and find
solutions that are effective and deliver
results. We met for a coffee to find out
more.

Firstly, please tell me about
yourself and your background
“My name is Walacy Ferreira, I am 31
and originally from Brazil, but have
been living in Gibraltar for almost 4
years now. I consider myself to be very
positive, grateful, happy and always
very passionate about everything I do in
life - including my work. When I am not
working, I love to travel, which it is a big
passion of mine. There is nothing better
than to see the world, meeting different
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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people and of course
trying different cuisines.
“On a professional level, I
have over 10 years’ sales
and marketing experience
across a number of
sectors including health
and fitness, corporate
events with and the
footwear industry back
in Brazil. Working across
a few sectors has made
me adaptable and able
to assess what is needed
to help businesses grow
as well as learn what
works. As a result, I have
increased revenue for every business
I have worked with by implementing
innovative sales strategies that have
included lead generation, business
analysis, omnichannel campaigns,
customer retention and improved
customer relations.”

How you come to be in
Gibraltar?
“How I came to Gibraltar? Well, I have
lived my entire life in Brazil up to my 25
years, and what is strange is that I never
even had an intention to leave Brazil or
live abroad, I had a good job, my whole
family lived there and so on. However,
an opportunity came up out of the blue
so I just left everything behind and less
than 3 months later I found myself living
in London! I spent two years in London
and it’s where I met my partner. One day
my partner said: “Let’s take a break, let’s
travel around Brazil and then visit this
lovely place I visited a few years back
which is called Gibraltar..” - and that was
it, we both fell in love with the place and
have been here ever since!”

So with such varied
experience, why did you
decide to set up as a business?

“After almost 4 years living in Gibraltar,
getting to know people and building
my professional networks through
great events like Startup Grind and
GFSB Breakfast seminars, talking with
local businesses and learning about the
market and so on, I just thought… why
not use my skills and experience to help
other people and businesses achieve
their potential and reach their goals? I
am entrepreneurial by nature and the
thought of being my own boss really
appealed to me.”

Can you tell me a little about
the company?
“Wally’s Social is a highly skilled
consultancy brand, passionate about
seeing results, maximising business
potential by increasing customer
awareness and using tools to sustain
growth whilst being cost-effective.”

Where did the name come
from?
“Well, as a sole trader I am the business
so I really wanted to use my name,
‘Walacy’. But as it is pretty uncommon,
it means not many people pronounce
or say it right so that wasn’t really an
option. My nickname back home was
“Juninho” or “Junior” which didn’t
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really reflect the professional service I
wanted to offer so I discarded that too.
Then, I remember someone once said,
“Walacy is too complicated, from now
on I will call you Wally from “Where’s
Wally”. And from that day on I started
introducing myself as Wally and people
just got it. It was a natural step for me
to name the business ‘Wally’s Social’
because I wanted to have a name/brand
which is personal and that some people
and businesses would already be able to
relate the name to someone making the
approach and relationship even easier.”

Who is Wally’s Social for?
“Wally`s Social is for everybody! From
people that are seeking for personal
skills development to small businesses
or big organisations. If you think that
you/your business needs anything in any
areas of sales and marketing Wally`s
Social is definitely for you.”

The service and consultancy
sector is competitive, how do
you stand out?
“It’s the personal, credible and
professional service I offer. I believe
in what I do, I understand what I do, I
do everything with passion and I can
guarantee the results. I will not only be
your consultant, but I will work for/with
you as if your business was my own.”

Do you think Gibraltar’s
businesses need to get better
at social media?
“Definitely. There are a lot of businesses
already doing that very well and those

who do, definitely see the return of
investment, it works, it’s a fact. However,
I have also noticed that there are a lot
more businesses that are only “doing
it” or not doing it at all yet, and all they
need is proper support and the right
advice which definitely Wally`s Social
can help you with.”

of social media marketing in a place
like Gibraltar, and all that can be very
effective without being expensive. As
I have already mentioned previously
consistency and good quality content
are the keys. Let me help you!”

Have you got any ‘Social
media tips’ for small
businesses?

“Keep working hard, promote my brand,
deliver high standard services, build and
maintain reputation and relationships
with my clients, potential clients and
succeed!”

“Consistency and good quality content
are the keys, and by that I don’t mean
expensive campaigns, or a 3 times a
days post in each platform. Let’s talk and
I will be happy to help!”

Have you found business
networks like the GFSB and
Startup Grind useful when
starting the business?
“Extremely helpful and supportive. If you
are already in business or considering
to become a business owner/selfemployed GFSB and Startup Grind must
be in your list of priorities.”

What are some of the
challenges you have faced so
far?
“I must say that I have only started and
already being very well accepted in
the market, I know the challenges are
there, however, I think of them as a way
to learn new possibilities and ways to
keep trying. However, If I had to pick
one I would say to make small business
owners to understand the importance

What are your plans for the
next few months?

What are you hoping to gain
from your membership to the
GFSB?
“To network as much as I can, learn and
develop my skills with all the possible
events and talks, make use of the whole
list of support/benefits I can get by
being a member and so on. The list is big
so I already feel very comfortable and
protected knowing that I have where to
go if help is needed.”
Take your company to the top and be
ahead of your competitors with Wally’s
Social.
Let’s Talk, your first consultation is
FREE!
https://www.wallyssocial.com/
schedule-appointment
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DIVERSITY &
INCLUSION SEMINAR
Jackie Anderson

F

or too long, talking about
dyslexia focused on the
negatives, but a recent
seminar organised by
the Gibraltar Dyslexia Support
Group in partnership with the
GFSB, turned this focus about.
The seminar highlighted the
positive aspects of dyslexia,
the attributes that people with
dyslexia have that can bring
positive effects to their lives, to
the lives of the people about
them, and to the businesses and
organisations with which they
are involved. Dyslexia in the
workplace is a positive attribute
that for too long, employers
have either not known about or
not understood.

The Diversity & Inclusion Seminar of
24th September, which took place at
the John Mackintosh Hall, focused on
the positive impact of dyslexia. The
seminar attracted members of the
teaching and medical professions,
employers, local political figures and
members of the public, some of whom,
like a couple of the people I spoke to
after the event, were parents seeking to
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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better understand the experiences of
their children.
“Dyslexia is a language based learning
difficulty. It affects the organisation
in the brain that controls the ability
to process the way language is heard,
spoken, read or spelt.” This was the
introduction to dyslexia at the opening
to the event, a short video to present
the experiences of some local people
with dyslexia. What was immediately
striking about the video was Henry
Earle’s comment that “the benefits of
being dyslexic is that you see the world
through a different lens…it gives you
different qualities, I guess, to other
people, you have different strengths
compared to others.”

This sentiment was echoed throughout
the video – dyslexia need not be
considered simply a learning difficulty,
which is the traditional way that people
generally experience dyslexia. This
interpretation is particularly felt in
school and at work, where individuals
are expected to compete on the
same terms with people who are
completely different, with skills and
abilities distinct from one another. Rob
Chandler, also on the video, spoke
about his gifts as a dyslexic: excellent
3D perspective and an exceptional
spatial awareness. Additionally, the
video touched on the development of
a person’s ability to adapt and face the
challenges presented by being dyslexic
in a world which by and large has little
understanding of dyslexia.
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The world, it turns out, is full of famous
role models whose lives were shaped
by dyslexia, who have proven that
dyslexia does not hold people back
but that, in fact, it is part of what can
make a person successful: Richard
Branson, Holly Willoughby, Orlando
Bloom, Tom Cruise, Stephen Spielberg,
Sir Steve Redgrave…the list is endless.
And among these is our own Sir Ed
Davis, Governor of Gibraltar and patron
of the Dyslexia Support Group, who
addressed the seminar. “This is me.
This is Ed Davis. I am a dyslexic. And
this is who I’m meant to be. I’m very
proud of being a dyslexic.” These
were his opening words. His address
was personal; he spoke about his
experiences, about his years in the
armed forces and what he learned
about the power of difference and the
importance of harnessing the power
of dyslexia. It is only in recent years
that he has developed the confidence
to discuss this publicly and say about
being dyslexic: this is me.
It struck a chord with members of the
audience, some of whom confided
in me later that they had been very
moved and equally inspired by his
address. One lady, almost in tears,
explained how hard she had struggled
with the education system to gain
understanding for her daughter and
how her frustration at not being able to
achieve assignments the way she was
expected to achieve them had caused
obstacles which she was constantly
having to overcome. “She is getting
through it and she is clever and will
go to university,” she told me about
her daughter, “but it has been hard,
and I hope that this goes some way to
helping other people not have it quite
so tough. She’s not ‘difficult’, she’s
gifted. I’ve learned that today.”
Sir Ed Davis’ address was followed by
a talk from Kate Griggs. Kate is the
founder and CEO of Made by Dyslexia,
a global charity led by dyslexics with
the aim of helping the world properly
understand, value and support dyslexia.
Through providing a background of
some of her own experiences as a
dyslexic, and highlighting some of the
world’s top achievers who are also
dyslexic, Kate explained some of the
skills that dyslexic people have and
some of the differences that mean that
education systems and employers may
need to take a different perspective on
learning and abilities in order to fully
value dyslexics.

There is a real need in education
systems across the globe, and including
in Gibraltar, to reconsider the way that
we measure talent and benchmark
children. It is vital for educators,
explained Kate, to understand dyslexia
so that every student in every class is
empowered to make the most of their
individual potential. Dyslexic children
can become extraordinary achievers if
given the right support, and many show
talent in communicating, creativity,

skills of dyslexics, and in some fields,
the power of superb communication
abilities.

visualising, designing, planning and
reasoning. This means that teaching
methods might need to be reviewed
and teachers trained to identify dyslexia
in children and work to ensure those
talents are given the right outlet.
Quoted in EY’s “The Value of Dyslexia”
report, Kate says: “…schools must
recognise dyslexia as a valuable way
of thinking; understand the importance
of discovering dyslexic challenges and
strengths; and provide support which
enables dyslexic individuals to reach
their full potential.”

is changing dramatically, a world
that seeks out creative thinkers and
disruptors, people who generate
and embrace innovation and drive
businesses forward. EY found:
“Our findings show the huge benefits to
be had from taking action to maximise
dyslexic strengths. With this in mind,
we trust our work will help in seeing
the value of proactively educating,
recruiting, developing and retaining
those with dyslexia.”

Kate also made mention of free online
resources for children that are being
made available by Microsoft – note
of which was taken immediately by
some of the concerned parents sitting
about me. It is always gratifying to note
just how quickly a seminar can have a
positive impact on those attending.
In terms of employers, understanding
and valuing dyslexia can bring some
positive attributes to the workplace, in
particular the thinking and reasoning

Benjamin Cooke, Senior Strategy
Consultant at EY London, took to the
stage to talk about EY’s 2018 report,
“The Value of Dyslexia” written in
conjunction with Made by Dyslexia.
The report analysed how closely
dyslexic strengths matched the skills
requirements of a world of work that

The report goes on to say: “Dyslexic
strengths align closely with business
needs and can become part of the
solution. A greater awareness of these
strengths, neuro-diverse abilities and
of the skills needed in the future, can
help educators facilitate and employers
capture untapped talent.”
Ben spoke about the report and talked
about what businesses in Gibraltar – or
anywhere in the world for that matter
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Sir Ed Davis concluded his address
with something that resonated with me
and with the members of the audience
I spoke to afterwards: “The thing that
is common to all of us, and if we’re
clever, the thing that can actually make
a difference to all of us, is embracing
that difference for the greater good,
and dyslexia is one of those differences
that can make a real difference, if we
embrace it and we learn how to use it
to the benefit of all.”
As business owners, as educators, as
members of our community, we can,
and we should, “harness the power
of difference, harness the power of
dyslexia.”
– can do to tap into those talents that
people with dyslexia can bring to their
organisations. The time for thinking of
dyslexia as a negative, or a difficulty, is
over. It is time to focus on the positives.
The day following the seminar, the
Government of Gibraltar committed
itself to the Made by Dyslexia pledge,
which was signed by the Chief Minister,
Fabian Picardo and the Minister for
Education, John Cortes. Mr Cortes

said: “We will do everything necessary
in Education to keep to this pledge…
We are also committed to scan all our
school children for dyslexia so that we
can better support them in realising
their full potential.” Mr Picardo added:
“I am delighted to sign the Made by
Dyslexia pledge. It is important that as
an inclusive society we value dyslexic
minds and provide the necessary
support for dyslexics to thrive.”

The Diversity & Inclusion seminar held
on 24th September 2019, was kindly
sponsored by the Kusuma Trust,
the Hyperion Group of Companies,
the Gibunco Group, BrightMed and
EY, in partnership with the Gibraltar
Federation of Small Businesses.
The EY report can be found on the
GDSG website https://dyslexia.gi/ and
videos mentioned including the Seminar
itself are on the Gibraltar Dyslexia
Support Groups YouTube channel.

When it comes to
legal advice
Hassans stands out
from the crowd
With a global reach, Hassans provides legal solutions,
both locally and cross-border, to individuals
and major multinationals. We deliver a service
consistent with old world values of customer care
whilst combining professionalism with pragmatism.
Our clients get what they need, when they need it.
Personal or business solutions. Efficiently delivered.

57/63 Line Wall Road, PO Box 199, Gibraltar.
T: +350 200 79000 F: +350 200 71966
business@hassans.gi

Legal 500 EMEA 2018 Edition.

www.gibraltarlaw.com
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“Hassans’ size and range of experience
gives the firm an advantage
in several areas.”
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Breakfast Club Seminar November:
Marketing your Business

T

he subject of the GFSB’s
recent Breakfast Club
Seminar was business
marketing. In a world
where competition appears to
be eternally on the increase and
differentiating your business in a
crowded market a permanently
ongoing process, the ‘Marketing
your Business’ event filled the
conference room with attentive
members.
The seminar was presented by Hussam
El Ali, Managing Director of Altair
Marketing and Design, a boutique
design and marketing agency in
Gibraltar. “Marketing,” Hussam began
by explaining, “as an academic subject,
is extremely wide and would take far
longer than a twenty minute seminar
to tell you about. So I am going to
highlight the core principles.”
Value, he went on to expand, forms
the core concept and foundation of all
business marketing. Hussam began his
presentation with two definitions of
marketing, the first from the Chartered
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Institute of Marketing in UK: “The
marketing process which identifies,
anticipates and supplies customer
requirements efficiently and profitably.”
The second definition he presented
was from the American Marketing
Association: “Marketing is the activity,
set of institutions, and processes for
creating, communicating, delivering,
and exchanging offerings that have
value for customers, clients, partners,
and society at large.” It was this idea
of value in the American version that
drives the engine of marketing in any
business.

Marketing a business derives from this
value system, Hussam explained. A
business creates value and focuses its
direction on communicating and then
delivering that value. Thus the value
system is readily summarised as being
a process flowing from value creating,
through value communication to
value delivery. He went on to describe
and give examples of value creation;
companies might choose innovation
as their value, or exclusivity, or status,
or durability among a range of other
values. Identifying that value helps a
business to differentiate their brand.

Hussam explained that value could
be identified as the benefit gained by
the customer less the price paid in the
form of stress, time, effort or money,
and it is this value that helps a business
to give their brand an identity and
to guide the way that the business is
directed towards successfully selling
their product or service. Those benefits
might by physical or functional, social
or psychological, but the concept of
value resides in the fact that those
benefits outweigh the price paid, and
those benefits differentiate a business
from others in the same field.

The next stage is the value
communication stage, where a
business chooses how best to tell
their customers about the value that
is offered by the product. This is the
stage where brand assets such as
logos, websites, company colours,
uniform, décor etc. all work together
to communicate the brand identity
that has been created by that value.
Communicating that message will also
involve using paid media, which might
involve a combination of traditional and
digital media.
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At the third stage of the process, is
the delivery of that value, and here is
where marketing focuses a business on
learning about the customer, and on
keeping an eye on the competition in
order to remain ahead of the game. This
might mean using customer satisfaction
surveys, feedback, checking response
times, rates of sales and so on.
Creating the value system for your
business will mean that you can use
it as a dashboard; it will help you to
understand target audiences and how

they function
and how they
best receive
communication
about your
product. It will be
a foundation for
finding out your
buyer’s journey
to buying your
product, how their
attention is best
grabbed and how
this can best be
converted to a sale.
Once this value
system is created,
its implementation
will inform business processes and
help to focus the business. It is not
necessarily set in stone and will evolve
alongside the customer, market trends,
changes in media methods and product
development, but it is this core system
that will help to underpin marketing and
business development activities into the
future of the business.

values that their marketing portrays.
It was also an opportunity to discuss
how some marketing does not have
to aim at immediate sales but can set
about establishing an awareness in the
customer that leads to familiarity and
confidence in a brand that in turn leads
to long term sales and repeat custom.
This discussion led to a question and
answer session at the end of which
many members stayed behind for some
time, discussing the issues raised and
also networking – one of the values of
GFSB membership.
Altair Marketing and Design works with
numerous businesses in Gibraltar. To
find out more, look them up on
www.altair.gi

Hussam then went on to present several
local well-known brands and discuss
what makes them successful and the

CONFERENCE ROOM RENTAL:

MEMBERS

NON-MEMBERS

£15 per hour
£30 per hour
£55 for half day £110 for half day
£80 for full day £160 for full day
Tea/ Coffee will be provided.

(The room can hold a maximum of 60 people standing, and 25-30 people training).
We aim to use the money made on the rental of these facilities to develop and improve our
training facilities for our members.

Interested? Contact Us

(+350) 200 47722

gfsb@gfsb.gi
intouch
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GibSams Gala Dinner

G

ibSams recently held its
first Gala Dinner as part
of Suicide Prevention
Awareness Month
Worldwide.

The night started with a little surprise for
our dinner guests. Joyful Riot, the Youth
Community Services choir, opened the
evening and delighted the guests, setting
the tone for a very enjoyable evening.
Thanks to all the singers, you were
brilliant and your joy and enthusiasm was
infectious and had all the guests clapping
with you.
The Chief Minister then addressed
the guests before dinner was served,
and spoke highly of GibSams and the
importance of the work this Charity is
doing for the Community.
After the meal, Ian Collinson, one of
GibSams’ Trustees, read an emotional
message sent by His Excellency the
Governor who, unfortunately, was unable
to attend.
GibSams Chair, Marielou Guerrero,
then addressed the audience, thanking
everyone who had helped in any way and
the Community in general for the positive
way they had embraced GibSams from
the outset and the willingness to raise
awareness from all ages and sectors.
This assistance is invaluable to the work
of GibSams to reach as many people
as possible in Gibraltar and make them
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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aware that there is help available if they
need someone to talk to, for whatever
reason, big or small, that is causing
them distress. “It’s Ok not to be Ok
and It’s OK to Talk: Gibsams is there to
listen, anonymously and confidentially.”
Marielou then gave special thanks to the
hardworking team of volunteers, without
whom there would not be a GibSams.
GibSams’ aim is to shift Gibraltar’s mindset to recognise that we all have mental
health, just as we all have physical health.
There is a need to create a culture where
mental health and physical health are
seen as equal, and where we, our friends
and colleagues are able to have access to
the appropriate support for both when it
is needed.
The main purpose of the evening then
followed. This September, as part of our
‘Suicide Prevention Awareness Month
Worldwide’ programme, Gibsams is
launching a ‘Corporate Wellbeing
Recognition Scheme’ to publicly
recognise and reward those companies,
regardless of whether they are large or
small businesses, who have successfully

implemented effective Health and
Wellbeing Policies which satisfactorily
address both the mental and physical
health of their employees and staff.
GibSams wishes to reiterate that a
work environment, which fosters good
mental health and wellbeing, is important
because it not only has a direct positive
effect on the quality of life for every
worker and their respective families – but
it also indirectly benefits our economy
and society as a whole.
For many of us, work is a major part of
our lives. It is where we spend much of
our time, where we earn our income
and often where we make important
friendships.
Our mental health and general wellbeing
are influenced by a range of factors,
including our feelings of fulfilment at
work; the way we feel about ourselves,
our sense of purpose, belonging and
control. Employees depend on it to
perform and work to their maximum
ability, which further makes the
management of employees’ mental
wellbeing a good business decision for
employers. Through the course of our
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from the Minister for Culture, Steven
Linares and GibSams Chair, Marielou
Guerrero. Congratulations to the
successful companies:

lives, many of us experience a variety
of physical health problems, from colds
and sore throats to sprained ankles and
broken bones. Similarly, we all have times
when life becomes too overwhelming
from a mental health perspective –
sometimes that may be work-related, or
it could be something else – whether it is
our physical health, our relationships, or

our general circumstances.
For businesses to flourish, they need
to let their employees and staff know
that it is “OK to not be OK”, and that
any requests for support in respect
of their mental health will not be held
against them or prejudice them in any
way at their workplace. The promotion
of both mental and physical wellbeing
in our workplaces should not be treated
as an “initiative” but should instead be
considered as a positive “culture” to be
fostered in workplaces where everyone
can thrive.
The health of a business should start
with the health and wellbeing of its
employees.

• Advantage Insurance
• Bassadone
• BetVictor
• EY
• HHFT
• Image Graphics
• Ince
• Specialist Medical Clinic
• Lottoland
• Masbro Insurance
• Saccone & Speed
• William Hill
The evening then continued with a lighthearted Auction led by Levi Attias and
Marielou, followed by a raffle, with one
of GibSams’ volunteers, Miss Gibraltar,
Celine Bolanos, doing the honours.
The night ended with Levi Attias
mesmerising the guests with his Mind-toMind show.
A very successful evening, with serious
and fun events, which all the guests
enjoyed.

Twelve companies were successful and
received their trophy and certificate,
kindly sponsored by Image Graphics,

intouch
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Meet the Member:

YOUR DATA COMPLIANCE
David Revagliatte

A

ccording to influential business and politics publication
The Economist, data is now the world’s most valuable
commodity. While it is a bold statement to make, the digital
era has brought with it an exponential rise in the level of
personal data that businesses have to manage and a near equal rise
in its value. As a result, there are now countless laws and regulations
intended to protect consumer data.

Businesses in Gibraltar must already
comply with the Gibraltar Data
Protection Act 2004, but there are more
frameworks to adhere to. Last year’s
introduction of strict EU GDPR meant
that controllers of personal data must
put in place “appropriate technical and
organizational measures to implement
the data protection principles”. And
that “Business processes that handle
personal data must be designed and
built with consideration of the principles
and provide safeguards to protect data”.
While these laws and principles are a
step forward in the way our personal
data is managed and protected, it could
add yet another strain on those who
manage small businesses.
InTouch met with Gabriela Roulin, the
woman behind Gibraltar-based company
YourDataCompliance who is on a
mission to advise local organisations on
how to comply with the ever-increasing
regulations.

Please tell me a little about
your background
“I have been practising corporate law for
over 15 years. After having accomplished
an LLB, PGDip and LLM, I decided to
specialise in data protection (EU GDPR
Practitioner). I had been working with
data protection long before the General
Data Protection Regulation came into
ISSUE 37 | WINTER 2019/20 |
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force in May 2018. Hence, I am thrilled
to witness the increased awareness of
privacy and data protection nowadays.
I have gained international and business
knowledge after having worked in
various countries across the world, such
as England, Malta, Indonesia, Hong-Kong
and UAE, to name a few, before moving
to Gibraltar a few years ago”.

Tell me a little about the
company
“YourDataCompliance is a boutique
firm delivering high quality tailored data
protection consultancy to all kinds of
businesses across all sectors in Gibraltar
and internationally. Our expert advice
and straightforward guidance assist
businesses to address privacy and
data protection compliance demands
while remaining focused on their core
activities”.

What is your unique
proposition?
“We are here for businesses who
want to abide by the law and assure
compliance. The purpose is to minimise
our client’s legal and commercial risks
in a structured and straightforward riskbased approach, considering the legal
and regulatory requirements applicable
to the businesses and its specific needs”.

Who are you aiming your
services at?
“Organisations have a legal obligation to
protect personal data and privacy rights
and most local businesses want to be
legal and not face the risks of not being
compliant. Non-compliance with legal
obligations may lead to significant risks
for businesses and the consequences
can be serious and include hefty fines,
business disruption, prosecution, and
reputational damage. Therefore, they
seek support, which is exactly where we
come in.
“Our clients range from big to small
businesses with different data protection
compliance needs. Some wish to make
their website compliant; others have a
privacy program in place and just need
to identify/fill in the gaps and assure
compliance via an audit or readiness
assessment; while others seek training
for their employees; and others look
for specific help to draft policies and
procedures; as well as advice on how
to harmonise data protection laws in
different jurisdictions and to deal with
complex data protection cases.”

Are you seeing a demand for
your services?
“There is a high demand for data
protection consultancy, for so
many reasons! First of all, it’s a legal
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requirement and therefore should be
followed. All-natural or legal persons,
whether they are based in the European
Economic Area or not, that processes
personal data of individuals who
are in the EEA are governed by the
General Data Protection Regulation.
Furthermore, Gibraltar based businesses
should also abide by the Gibraltar Data
Protection Act of 2004.
“Secondly, the growth of the Internet
and the use of new technologies have
opened up new opportunities for many
businesses, whilst also putting the
data at risk and raising concerns and
expectations of consumers, employees
and other stakeholders regarding the
access, collection, use, disclosure and
security of their personal information.
“Last but not least, there has been a
change in mentality. There is more
awareness of how valuable data is and
of the need to implement technical and
organizational measures to safeguard
information about individuals and their
privacy.”

Why did you decide to set up
a business in Gibraltar?
“I think Gibraltar offers the perfect
work vs personal life balance. On
one hand, Gibraltar benefits from a
vibrant business environment, where
compliance and data protection are
taken seriously, and the Regulatory
Authority is active. On the other hand,
it is such a unique place, charming, with
lovely people, good weather and it’s full
of character. I just love it!
“I decided to set up a business in
Gibraltar because I am confident I can
add value to my clients by offering
specialised straightforward solutions.
They look for a consultant with
theoretical knowledge, but, most
importantly, with a hands-on approach
and deep practical data protection
experience. Exactly what
YourDataCompliance offers: legal advice
but without unnecessary legalese,
focus on the client’s needs, and tailored
solutions to the client’s industry.”

What are the benefits of being
a small business in Gibraltar?
“Small companies have the privilege to
combine responsiveness with strong
personal relationships, which are the
two fundamentals of the exceptional
customer service that characterises
YourDataCompliance. We enjoy the
ability to adapt our services fully to

the clients’ demands, and without any
administrative burden. The decisionmaking is fast, the exchange of
information is efficient, therefore clients
obtain the answers they need without
delay. Having worked in companies of
different sizes, I can affirm that small
enterprises are more favourable to build
frank and open long-term relationships.”

Could Brexit have an impact
on how small businesses
handle data?
“Yes. Companies in Gibraltar which
operate in the EEA, or send personal
data outside Gibraltar, or receive
personal data from the EEA will be
impacted in the event of a no deal
Brexit. On exit date, Gibraltar will be
a third country outside the EEA and,
prior to a data transfer from/to the EEA,
Gibraltar businesses will have to meet
certain additional safeguards. Here’s
my top-level list of steps that small
businesses could follow so that data
protection compliance is ensured. Kindly
note that in the event of an ordered
Brexit, some of the steps may also apply:
1. Implement a data protection program
and comply with the GDPR, regardless
of Brexit;
2. Enhance your
technical and
organisational
privacy standards;
3. Understand your
international flows
of personal data to
identify where you
receive data into
Gibraltar from the
EEA, and where you
transfer data from
Gibraltar to any
other country;
4. Review
your privacy
policies, notices,
procedures, internal
documentation and
contracts to reflect
any necessary
changes that will
need to be done
when/if Gibraltar
leaves the EU;

5. Train your employees on the changes
of your documentation and on how
Brexit will impact data transfers;
6. If you are a Gibraltar based business
and do not have an office in any other
EEA state, you may need to appoint
a representative within the EEA. The
details of the representative should be
informed to your EEA-based individuals
whose personal data you are processing;
7. For most businesses, and particularly
for small and medium enterprises, the
use of standard contractual clauses
is the most convenient solution to
provide appropriate safeguard for
restricted transfers from/to Gibraltar.
However, each case is unique, and the
solution should be tailored to your
circumstances;
8. Seek specialised advice and plan in
advance.”

How can people find out
more?
“That’s simple, just call us on
+350 54063116 or send us an email to
ask@yourdatacompliance.com.
We are ready to help!”

GET READY!

Data protection has become a must to all
companies worldwide.

NOT SURE
WHERE YOU
STAND?

Don't worry,
we will take
care of it.

Easy, affordable, GDPR compliance consultancy for your business.

We can help small to large enterprises with different
levels of data protection compliance. Get in Touch!

ask@yourdatacompliance.com | +350 54063116
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Meet the Board
Meet Philip Vasquez
Associate at TSN Law and the
Co-Founder and Chief Compliance
Officer at Digital Asset Management
Limited, GFSB Secretary,
Philip Vasquez introduced himself
to InTouch:

What made you make the move into
running your own business?
For me, starting a business was a matter
of time and has come as a result of a
build up of various experiences, both
positive and negative, that brought me
to the decision.
From a younger age, I have always
had an interest in starting and running
projects and ideas that set out to solve
problems and bring value to those
around me. This included being involved
in various organisations for students,
representing their interests, creating and
editing magazines and also organising
events and clothing for students.
Alongside my studies, this developed
into a passion for technology and setting
up my own business. As a result, once
I finished studying my Bar in London,
I set myself the goal of working for a
technology startup in London to get the
experience. Whilst studying my masters
past time, I had the great experience
of working for a technology startup in
London full time, working directly with
the CEO & CFO.
I later returned to Gibraltar and started
working at the great firm TSN Law.
Whilst working at the firm I continued
to develop my passion for technology
and problem solving both whilst
professionally assisting Clients and
also in my free time. This also included
developing extensive business plans for
other ideas that weren’t really acted on.
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However, starting our business came
as a result of my business partners and
I recognising a commercial problem, a
long term opportunity and having the
necessary skills to build for both. The
timing felt right and we took the plunge.
What were the biggest challenges
in the early days and how did you
overcome these?
The biggest challenge has been building
a regulated businesses from absolute
zero (from no clients and no start up
funding) in a brand new industry that
has never been regulated. Starting
any business is difficult, but when you
decide to start a business in a regulated
environment, you have to be able to
source the regulatory fees, capital and
requirements that come with it. This
is particularly the case when there is
no blue print for your business model
as your business has never been built
before or regulated by anyone in the
world.
These challenges continue to exist
and we overcome them by having no
choice but to be incredibly resourceful
and making sacrifices. My co-founders
Sam and Tom really have been key in
our success so far and now we’re proud
to say that we have a growing team of
staff, clients and total amount of assets
and volume traded.
Did you ever feel like giving up and
how did you overcome that?
There are challenges and problems

everyday, and sometimes it may seem
impossible to survive them and quitting
is always the easy way out. However,
you have to ignore any thoughts of selfdoubt, look at how many times you have
overcome what may have appeared as
impossible challenges in the past, look
at your strengths and move forward. If it
were easy then everyone would do it.
Was it difficult at times to balance
family commitments and business
commitments, and what are your tips
for finding that balance?
In my case I have started my own
business whilst continuing with my
professional responsibilities as a lawyer
at TSN. This has meant that I have had
to manage the responsibility and time
of both roles and this has definitely
been a challenging time. Either of these
positions alone is more than enough
stress. Whilst I do not yet have a family
of my own, having such business
responsibilities really limits the amount
of free time I have to spend with my
girlfriend, family or friends. In particular
this means working very late nights and
during the weekend to get what I need
to do done.
There is no such thing as a perfect
balance but what has worked for me is
always using my calendar to schedule
things in advance, be it personal or
professional. I also made the decision to
stop drinking last year and this has really
helped me focus as much as possible
and helped overall productivity. I would
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also say that you need to sometimes
understand that either professional or
personal commitments will slip as a
result of having the responsibilities of
a small business and this is inevitable.
Don’t beat yourself up if something
drops from time to time.

What is your favourite thing about
being in business?
The best thing is being able to see the
results of your hard work. I also like the
challenges and vivid highs and lows that
you will only experience if you’re running
a business.

What were the biggest mistakes you
think you made?
I don’t think I could give any clear
examples. However, I definitely have
had learning experiences and these
have involved needing to improve on
managing the expectations of myself
and others, as well as staying on top of
personal time management.

Why did you join the GFSB and what
are its greatest strengths?
I spent some time working in London’s
‘silicon roundabout’ scene and I really
fed on the energy that came out of that
experience. Silicon roundabout is a part
of London’s technology hub where there
is a great community of supporting small
businesses and startups in London.

What would you do differently if you
had the chance?
I would have studied a different course
at University (something less involved
than Law) and travelled more before
committing to full time work and
business.

When I came back to Gibraltar I really
wanted to help foster this energy and
support for innovation and starting
businesses in Gibraltar. Gibraltar’s
economy has developed significantly
in the past 20 or so years, building a
self-sustaining economic model away
from reliance on Ministry of Defence
spending. However, as a young
Gibraltarian, I recognised that there are
not enough Gibraltar businesses that
are Gibraltar grown with international
success and recognition to really help
take Gibraltar’s economy to the next
level of growth.

What are the achievements you are
most proud of?
For the business it is early days but we
are proud to be the only DLT business
in Gibraltar with a full local board of
directors. To a certain extent it is a good
local success story, particularly given our
very modest beginnings. Personally, I am
proud that we have been able to achieve
what we have at such early points in our
careers.
The thing that we will personally be
most proud of next is employing
others to join the team. Being able
to help provide for others will be a
huge accomplishment and, of course,
responsibility.
What do you think are the most
important characteristics of successful
business leaders?
Emotional intelligence and building
relationships are great skills to have.

Once this community developed and
fulfilled its aim in beginning a startup
energy and momentum in Gibraltar, I
wanted to continue to the same vision
and energy and doing so as part of the
GFSB just made sense.
The GFSB is an established stakeholder
in Gibraltar for small businesses, and its
membership is truly the motor of the
economy. I joined the GFSB to continue
to try to make starting and doing
business in Gibraltar as best as it can
be. I also believe that my experiences,
abilities and resources, although limited,
as both a lawyer and small business
owner can bring value to others.
The GFSB is a great community to
get on the ground knowledge that will
benefit anyone looking to start a small
business or anyone who runs one. We
are also a key lobbying group who
seek to protect the interests of small
businesses and whilst we are not in
Government and do not decide the
laws and regulations, we do our best
to work with those who do to protect
small businesses and therefore protect
the long term interests of Gibraltar’s
economy. More can always be done.

As a result, when I came
back to Gibraltar in
2015, myself and others
set out the mission of
building the Gibraltar
Startup Community
which, at its height, had
over 500 members and
80 attendees per event
(on a monthly basis).
This was a great effort
to inspire innovation and
Gibraltar grown startups
and small businesses in
Gibraltar.

In business, you more often than not
deal with difficult or uncomfortable
situations and people. In my view what
separates good people from great
ones, even outside of business, is those
individuals who are able to have control
of situations no matter the pressure
and also make those around them feel
valued no matter the situation. Even if
you do not hold these traits yourself,
find someone who does and get them
on your team or have them as a mentor.
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GOES GREEN…….AND ACHIEVES THE ISO14001:2004 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM- THROUGH
ACTION AND NOT JUST WORDS
Horticultural contractors, Convent Garden, Convent Ramp, Tel. 20043134
e-mail. greenarc@Hotmail.co.uk

Certification Body: Verification International of Nottinghamshire, England.

PRINT SPECIALISTS
Business Cards · Letter Heads · Compliment Slips · Duplicate Pads · Brochures · Magazines
Leaflets · Flyers · Posters · Large Format · Vinyl Graphics · Signage · Roll Up Banners

L

21 Tuckey’s Lane · Gibraltar · Tel: (+350) 200 59755 · Fax: (+350) 200 59756
E. info@rocagraphics.com · www.rocagraphics.com

DIGITAL & OFFSET PRINTING · PHOTOCOPIES · STATIONERY · DESIGN
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Argus is the only Chartered Insurer in Gibraltar.
The exclusive Chartered Insurers status is
evidence of our commitment to an overall
standard of excellence and professionalism
to our customers, partners and employees.
PO Box 45, Regal House, 3 Queensway, Gibraltar
T+350 200 79520

F +350 200 70942

E enquiries@argus.gi
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Have you thought about a loan with the Gibraltar
International Bank?
Have you always wanted to travel the world but never had the
opportunity to do so?
Let us help you make your dreams a reality
For faster loan approvals please apply via our website www.gibintbank.gi

traditional banking with a modern feel
gibintbank

@gibintbank

www.gibintbank.gi | +350 (200) 13900 | Gibraltar International Bank Ltd, PO Box 1375, Ince’s House, 310 Main Street, Gibraltar GX11 1AA
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